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RAIN DOES
MUCH DAMAGE
Washouts Reported all Along the 
Line— Many Roads 
Impassable,
Much damage is reported to the 
highways and railroads from the 
severe storms the first of the week. 
Five bridges are reported down on 
tLe Weld road with long stretches 
of tlie highway washed completely 
away. A number of automobiles en 
route for Weld were obliged to turn 
back.
The state road just completed be­
tween Strong and Farmington suf­
fered much damage. In places huge 
rocks were washed to the mdidle of 
the road and it is badly gutted in 
many places. It is estimated that 
$5,000 will be needed to repair it, 
bat it is probably that the cost will 
be much in excess of that sum.
Passenger and freight trains be­
tween Phillips and Farmington were 
off schedule Tuesday on account of 
washouts in the vicinity of Fair­
banks. The morning freight train 
to Farmington was obliged to turn 
back for gravel and material to re­
pair the road. Passengers in the 
morning were transferred by means 
.of handcars and automobiles, how­
ever, losing connections with the 
Maine Central. The washout is a- 
bouit 40 feet long and 10 feet deep. 
It was nearly repaired by Wednesday 
noon so that the noon train crossed 
it and was only a few minutes late.
WEST PHILLIPS 
REUNION SOCIETY
A Good Time Being Planned for 
on August 18.
The W'est Phillips Reunion Society 
will hold their annual reunion at the 
Reed sohoolhiouse in West Phillips on 
Wednesday, August 18, with a basket 
picnic dinner, the society furnishing 
the coffee and baked beans.
A program is also being prepared 
by t ;e committee, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles E. Dill. Mr. and Mrs. Al­
fred B. Toothaker are committee on
HOTEL BLANCHARD
STRATTON MAlNB
In| the center of the Fish and Game 
Sectio*. Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD, 
ITRATTON MAINE, E. H. GROSE, Prop.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex­
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates 
for June, October and November. 
Write for booklet.
WESTON U- TOOTHAKER, Prop., 
Pleasant Island, - - Maine
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. 
Like, Pond an 1 Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords 
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to
Capt. E. F. COBURN,
LAKEWOOD CAMPS, Middledam, Maine
Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
F or further particu lars w r ite  or address
L. E. BOWLEY,
Mountain View, • * •m m *  Maine, s
g: »
The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
TIM POND C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and 
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co„ Me.
Ed. G r a n t ’s  K e n n e b a g o  C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and 
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office 
»nd Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars 
and other information, write
CD. G R A N T  <a SON CO., P- O. A d d ress , G rant’ s Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
B A L D  M O U N T A I N  C A M P S  Bald MS ° "nUin
BalcTMountain Camps are sitaat«d at the foot o f Bald Mountain on Mooselookme- 
fftrotic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds, First class steamboat connections—Auto 
road to camps—Telephone connections—1Two mails daily—Write for free cireular, 
AMOS ELLIS. Prop'r., Bald Mountain. Maine
• S P E N D  Y O U R
SUMMER VACATION
IN THE RANGELEY LA K E OR D EAD  RIVER REGION IN
. M A I N E
This territory is easy of access being reached in ONE DAY  
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are 
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the 
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is 
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for 
motoring.
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD 
issue a. fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of £his 
Country. Address
F. N. BEAL, General Manager, Phillips, Maine.
One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF; TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine
tables, and Mr. and Mrs. Norman 
Calden committee on ice cream.
They are putting forth an effort 
to make this reunion a grand success 
and are in hopes that there will he 
a large attendance.
The officers of the society are: 
Pres., Albert E. Kemptou; Vice 
Pres., A. J. Toothaker; Sec. and 
Treas., Mrs. L. B. Field.
25 YEARS AGO
IN PHILLIPS
GRANGE FIELD DAY 
AT PHILLIPS
Interesting Speakers Will 
Present August 19.
Be
Arrangements are being perfected 
for the State Grange Field Day, the 
date of whidli is August 19. The 
meeting will be held at Toothaker 
Park unless stormy, when the Grange 
hall will be opened.
Fine speakers have been obtained 
and the occasion is being looked for­
ward. to with much pleasure by the 
Grange members as well as others. 
In the forenoon at 10.30 State Mast­
er C. S. Stetson will speak and in 
the afternoon State Lecturer Puring- 
ton and W. E. Sargent, principal of 
Hebron Academy, will be the speak­
ers. All of these gentlemen are 
well known to be interesting talk­
ers.
At noon a picnic dinner will be 
enjoyed. The Grange will furnish 
coffee, cream and sugar free, and 
everyone is requested to bring their 
own drinking cup.
The committee having the arrange­
ments in charge are Mr. and Mrs. 
Bion Wing, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Ber­
ry. and Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cook, 
some of the best workers in the 
Grange and they are putting forth 
mucili effort to have this a profitable 
as well as an enjoyable day for 
all.
Don’t forget the date and come 
and bring your friends.
Use Otters to Catch Fish.
Otters are used by the natives in 
some parts of India to catch fish.
Facts Gleaned from the Files of 
Phillips Phonograph (Now 
Maine Woods.)
STEAMBOAT SERVICE
on
RANGELEY LIKE
Boats leave Rangeley for South 
Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40 
A. M., where close connection is 
made with Maine Central Rail­
road trains for Portland, Boston 
and New York. Boats making 
close connection at South Range- 
ley with trains from New York. 
Boston and Portland, arrive at 
Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and 
6.40 P .M .
The editor of the Phonograph is 
indebted to P. O. Voekery for a 
complimentary pass by his steamer, 
Percy V. to Popham Beach.
Mr. A. S. Hinds of Portland, who 
is well known as the manufacturer 
cf Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream, 
and Hinds’ Beach Fly Cream, with 
his wife and tfciree children is mak­
ing a tcur of Rangeley Lakes.
Messrs. Dunkley, Atwood and Flag, 
who recently returned from Kenne­
bago, report a total catch of 2,610 
trout. Mr. Flag took c.ne weigh-1 
ing 3 pounds and Mr. Dunkley got 
a 2V2 pounder.
Stanley Savage of Avon lias a 
very fine 2-year-old black gelding, 15 
hands high, sired by Black Moni­
tor, from a Knox mare.
The Phonograph is able to pub­
lish the names of the following 
members of the Edmund B. Claytcn 
Post of Strong, No. 134, who plan to 
attend the encampment at Boston 
next week: Geo. T. Jacobs, Com­
mander; Geo. W. Keene, S. V. Com.; 
W. W. Smith, J. V. Com.; Sylvester 
Vaughan, Adj.; S. D. Gates, Officer 
Day; J. L. Boston, Chaplain; A. F. 
Gilman, Sargent Major; J. H. Bell, 
A. B. Morton, W. H. Hunter, Thos. 
G. Sanborn, Samuel, Gilman, J, H. 
Clayton, E. I. Merrill, Wilder Pra.tt, 
Oren Brackley, Geo. W. Mills, L. 
D Gilman, H. P. Durrell, J. A. Whit­
ney, J. A. Page, Surgeon; C. W. 
French, I. N. Stanley, D. W. Abbott,
C. P. Bryant, Geo. W. Heath, Geo. 
W Welch, Geo Z. Higgins, V. Way- 
land, K. Smith. '
Miss Lizzie Wells is home on a 
visit.
L. J. Brackett is passing a few 
days at Ocean Park.
Miss Daisy Quimby has arrived 
heme from Ipswich, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Tedford have 
returned from, their visit.
Miss Nettie DoUey is visiting her 
sister, Mrs. J. H. RolLin.
Mr. Lewis Wheaton, C. E., is 
boarding with Mrs. Frank Toothak­
er
Mr. Frank Russell is home. He 
has been teaching at Calais, Me.
Mrs. Emery Worthley has our 
(Continued on page four.)
Forest and Stream
128 Broadway, New York
For more than forty years the 
recognized sportsmen’s authority 
in America.
$ 1.00 a Year 10 Cents a Copy
pO R EST AND STREAM 
offers its readers the ex­
periences, not the fiction of 
outdoor life. Its writers are 
men who do the things they 
describe. “ It Rings True.”  
Every month it offers some­
thing on hunting, fishing, 
camping, cruising, travel and 
adventure, the how, the when, 
the where, the news of sport. 
It comes twelve times every 
year as a .fresh reminder of 
the great out of doors.
HEALD POND CAMPS
FRED H E N D E R S O N ,  Prop., Jackman, Maine
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A MAINE PINE
TELLS A STORY
(Special Correspondence.)
Skowbegan, 1915.
“Oh, mamma, look! What a. funny 
little table1”
“ That, pet, is a stump.”
“ What is a stump mamma?”
“A stump, my child, is part of a 
tree.”
“ How funny, mamtma.”
“ Yes pet, it may seem funny, but 
that old log and the stump was once 
a beautiful pine tree, and when a 
little girl like you, I used to play 
under the branches.”
“ Oh! tell me all about it mamma. 
Oh I know! ‘ ‘exclaimed the little 
fairy, as she danced in glee. “Let 
me sit upon the stump and I’ll ask 
the old pine to tell me.”
And thus the story was told.
“As a tiny seed I ' spent my time 
in sleep, down deep in the ground, 
on the bank of the Kennebec River. 
Suddenly I heard a roaring sound, 
and opening my eyes, I for the first 
time saw the sun.
Then I heard a voice saying to me, 
“ Cling to Mother Earth.” This I
T H E
CABIN BOAT 
PRIMER
RaymondSSpean
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
THIS is a very in­teresting and in­
structive book on mak­
ing cabin boats, canoes, 
row boats, etc. It tells 
of the various streams 
one can trip on with a 
cabin boat, how to 
equip for such a trip,
■ what to wear and eat, 
cost of a two month’s 
trip. It gives descrip­
tions and diagrams, 
photographs and chapters on construction, 
when to float, when and where to land and 
other useful hints. Book is compiled of 
facts and observations made by the author. 
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations 
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, 
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to 
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, 
Furnishing's and Furniture, Odds and Ends of 
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline 
Launch, What to Wear. Things to Eat, Cabin 
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and 
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in 
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast 
and Some Rope Hints, Land'.nes, Troubles, Care 
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making 
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and 
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing, 
Amusements, Books, Trapper's Canoe, A Cabin 
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I.00. 
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
did by my tiny roots, for I was a- 
fraid I might be tv ashed away and 
lest, for it was now spring time, and 
the beautiful Kennebec was in an 
angry mood, and again I heard the 
same voice whispering to me the 
secret of how the God Nature would 
help me to grow large and strong, 
and that my branches would become 
evergreen like others near me.
And there I grew on the hanks of 
the beautiful Kennebec River, lulled 
to sleep at night by the surging of 
the water. Mornings I would lie 
and watch the sunbeams as they 
sparkled like diamonds.
S6on my branches reached up be­
yond the bank, and I became a 
shield for Mother Earth from the col 
winds and white frost, as well as a 
resting place for the dark braves of 
the Kennebec tribe.
Many and many a night they have 
slept beneath my green branches, 
and it was they that gave me my 
name, “ The Monarch Pine.”
It was beautiful here in those days, 
for then the great silent woods was 
the red man’s home. How I loved 
to watch them as they wended their 
way through the unbroken forest; 
oftentimes, with the coming of the 
new moon, they would smoke the 
pipe of peace with other tribes. Even 
the little birds built their nests in m 
branches. No fear had they, for 
we were as one great family; living 
the sweet natural life Mother Earth 
had taught us.’
Ag the years passed, I found Na­
ture to love, and soon I had little 
ones growing by my side.
One day they began to tremble; 
frightened indeed A v e re  they as they 
told me in whispers of an Indian 
maiden that had bee'n seen there, 
kneeling on the carpet my needles 
had made, and heard her lament of 
sorrOAv, as s h e  bowed down, and told- 
Mother Earth h e r  grief.
One day as I drew my little 
ones closer, they told me of a roar­
ing sound they '-had heard and the 
whiz of bullets. z
Then it was that the dusky maiden 
sought ns and told of a great army 
camping near, resting on the long 
march, for liberty.
Many times the little Indian girl 
passed by arm in arm with her sol­
dier lover; other times, seated on the 
ground, he told her of the beautiful
Avorld she had never seen, and of a 
home he had waiting for his bride.
One day she came to us in deep 
sorrow, and with tears in her dark 
eyes, she told us she must leave one 
of the pale faced soldiers with us, 
for had not his spirit fled to the 
great Father, and whose body must 
return to Mother Earth?
Deer> they went doAvn to our very 
roots, a flag for his shroud, they laid 
him in the ground, his musket by bis 
side.
Then as we helped to cover that 
form, they told us of the hardships 
and suffering in their struggle for 
liberty.
And sorry we felt as we saw them 
march away, leaving their comrade 
for us to guard.
Indignant were we as later Ave 
listened to the little Indian maiden, 
when she told .us how her soldier 
lover had laughed her to scorn, and 
sod Ave felt as Ave saAv her in tears. 
For had not her heart gone cut to 
him, only to Oiave her love hurled 
back as he laughed at the thought of 
her becoming his bride? And hoav 
she was returning to her Indian lov­
er ever ready to forgive, chief of the 
beautiful Kennebec tribe.
Years and years new passed, and 
Ave still kept watch over that silent 
form beneath.
So heavy did that weight seem as 
i: rested on our roots, it seemed at 
times our strength was leaving, and 
cur branches began to wither and 
drocp. still we guarded our secret 
well.
One day we heard voices, also, the 
sopnd of something cutting; then Ave 
saw another army of men as they 
came and stood beneath the branches 
of the monarch pine, thumped my 
side with a cruel instrument; then 
we heard them say, “ No good; de­
caying.”  Then Ave knew Ave were 
! growing old, and as we sighed our 
beauiful needles began to drop for
a monument for the cne beneath, 
until one day other men came, and 
leaning against us, they beat their 
steel pointed hoots into our side un­
til they tore out from our roots the 
leaden balls that had lain beside the 
musket; then we knew that our sec­
ret AA-as doomed.
Others came, ‘ ‘searching for souven 
irs,”  they said; and then they found 
the old musket.
H oav we trembled, for there Ave 
stood, bereft of our branches, our 
needles blowing, we knew not where.
Time passed, and the frightened 
deer, with, her little ones by her side, 
bounded past, folloAved by the whiz 
of bullets. Then we heard of the 
third w ar, the Deer Avar, Avhere men 
came, sometimes hundreds of miles, 
to shoot our deer. Ami for what? 
Pleasure!
Now, shivering with the cold, how 
I long to lie down and rest, to re­
turn to Mother Earth, as the form I 
had sheltered had. Soon Ave heard 
01 flier sound, and an iron horse cam 
roaring through the woods, sending 
forth smoke and fire from its nos­
trils. One day it. stopped near me, 
and kind hearted men, beautiful avo- 
men, even little children, alighted, 
singing as they came, bearing gar­
lands of flowers, searching for him 
buried beneath the monarch pine.
How sacredly they spoke my name, 
yet liOAv sad it made me feel, and 
how little, as I saAv them unload a 
•huge boulder inscribed “ In memory o 
the honored dead.”
And noAv I realize my work is fin­
ished, my story is told, and as I 
came crashing down, I heard the 
scream of the iron monster as it Aven 
tearing on its way, hearing Avith. it 
the little children who sang the 
dirge “ in honor of the soldier” Avhoni 
I guarded, and with m y  last heart 
beat I heard the swish of the water 
of tlies Kennebec as it welcomes me
M. A. A. POSTS 
REPRESENTATIVES
Avant of strength. Then Ave thought j ^ack to Mother Earth
A REAL BARGAIN
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best j  
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | 
[ serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
[ $ 3 ,0 0 0  |
1 spot cash takes it. For further information write
cf that silent’ form, and prayed to 
Mother Earth for strength, to do our 
duty.
Then others came and told us of 
another Avar, a tree Avar, and that all 
the large and beautiful trees Avould 
be slain, and that only the old and 
decaying ones aa oukl be left. Again 
wo heard them skying the .Monarch 
P:ne Avas decaying.
Then I knew what I had long fear­
ed, That the heavy load was sloAvly
Native of Maine.
Between 9 a. m. and 9 p. m. on 
July 24, 1,523 automobiles contain­
ing in the neighborhood of 8,000 
people, and on July 31, 1,238 mach^ 
ines Avith about 6,000 people, were 
stopped by representatives of the 
Maine Automobile Association at Dun- 
stan, Scarboro, eight miles west of 
Portland, ami given information re­
garding the best way to get into 
Portland and to avoid the road work 
in progress, and also- the best routes 
cf travel throughout the state. As a 
result, hundreds of tourists who 
would have become discouraged by 
the outlook on reaching Dnstan, were 
reassured by the M. A. A., repres­
entatives and persuaded to continue 
their trip into Maine.
The Association has engaged Dep- 
utp U. S. Marshal Eugene L. Har­
mon to have charge of the creAv 
which numbers three people in ail, 
and whose duties are to reassure 
people about road conditions in 
Maine, give them all possible infor­
mation and offer, in the name of the 
M A. A., any assistance that may be 
required by tourists coming into 
Maine as Avell as residents of the 
state.
A majority of the cars given in­
formation are from out of the state, 
and in every case the occupants ex­
pressed their great appreciation o f  
tbhe work of the Association in post­
ing a sentinel at this important 
point. Many of them confessed 
freely that, hut for this attention, 
they Avould have turned about, in 
view cf the fact that the road look­
ed almost impassible. *
The Maine Automobile Association 
will continue this service on Sundays 
and possibly Saturdays, for the re­
mainder cf the summer, and by so 
doing save a vast oinount of tourist 
business to the state.
C H E S U N C O O K  IT E M S .
Chesuncook, Me., August 9.—These 
registering at the Grindell House 
the past ten days are:' Wm. Mc- 
Gaffe of Boston; A. J. Sullivan of 
Greenville, en route for Pert Kent.
Mr: and Mrs. C. S. Hall of Bridge­
port, Conn., Mitchell Atteau of Old
MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS, £ ?  MAINE
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiyiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiutiiiiujiimiuiiiiiiniiiiiHiimiimiimminimiiimiiilimmimmiumuimiiHmimiimimmmmiiimiii?
PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the
M AIN E W OODS
follow you back to the city. Fill out 
the blank below, and mail with $1.00 
and the deed is done.
Town, who have been spending sev- 
but surely taking the life blood from  j eral Aveeks at Caucomgomoc Lake 
my roots. returned to their home Sunday.
Still I must stand and see my lo v -, The Ullxaan. party, consisting o£ 
ed ones slain by my side. Col. I. M. Ullman, Marion Ullman,
Well, new, could I understand what of NeAv Haven, Dorothy Rice of 
tibose tears meant to those brave ^Milwaukee, A. W. Weil of Denver, 
soldiers as they laid that beautiful Col., Isidore Winters and Y. P. Good- 
form away. I heart of NeAv Haven, Conn., Clarence
Many Avere the tears I shed, as I j Morris, Asa Larrnbee, Fired Parks, 
saAv those I loved eut d o A v n ;  yes, | Ray and Ohas. Nelson, ixl Mountain 
torn from their very roots, and left of Ki»eo, returned home Tuesday.
M IG R A T O R Y  B IR D  L A W  E N F O R C ­
ED.
Sportsm en  W arned  that Federal R e g ­
u la tions for Protection for W ild  
Fow l M u st  Be Observed.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 10.—With
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to 
M a in e  W oods (outing edition.)
Name
Address- 
State ...
bleednig on the ground.
0 ! tke cruel war, the tree war, 
‘had begun. Later other soldiers 
came bearing long Aveapons, wWeh 
they thrust into the dying trees, as. 
they rolled them over and ever to­
ward the banks of the river, then 
pushed them into the already enrag­
ed water* and down they went, over 
the rapids, Ave knew not where.
How we cried to Mother Earth for 
help, but she only shook with grief 
as she told us how our com panions  
Avere bruised and torn as th ey Avere 
driven doAvn the cruel river.
For our river, our beautiful Kenne­
bec, had become a part of the great 
world, a traitor to Mother Earth, 
even as Benedict Arnold, that noble 
soldier, as i\e had thought., had be­
come a traitor to the cause of right.
Yes, the once placid Kennebec had 
become a tool of war; even helped 
to mangle our offspring by sawing 
them in pieces, and poor Mother 
Earth even hinted that some of the 
pieces Avould be burned. Still Ave 
had strength enough left to stand as
They have been spending several 
weeks at ‘ ‘Camp Mario*” on Round 
Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hart and sen 
of East Orange, N. J., Mr. and Mrs.
R. F. Blanchard of East Orange, X. 
J., and three guides Avh-o have been 
camping at Telos Lake, stayed over 
night at Grindell House Thursday, on 
their way home.
Thos. Henderson returned to his 
camps at Crescent Lake Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Burr, Miss 
Geneva Burr, Mr. ami Mrs. C. H. 
Giaster of Bangor, Mrs. N. L. Horsey 
Grant Farm, took dinner at the 
Grindell House Sunday, returning 
home via Kokadjo.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Mallory, Mr. 
and Mrs. John Bafon, Danbury, Conn 
Clarence Morris, Roy Nelson, Chas. 
Nelson, Luke Allen, registered at .the 
Grindell House Tuesday. They will 
spend several weeks at “ Camp Mar­
ion,” Round Pond.
the approach of the open season for 
shooting Avild fowl, the United States 
Department of Agriculture is Avalin­
ing sportsmen that the Federal reg- 
julations as amended October 1, 1914,
! wRi be strictly encorced. Some mis­
understanding has arisen from the 
fact that the various State laws d o  • 
net always conform to the Federal 
regulations. This is regarded as un­
fortunate but in such cases the De­
partment must insist upon the obser­
vance of the Federal regulations.
Th© Department will consider any 
recommendations submitted in good 
faith for amendment of the regula­
tion*, but will hold *# public bear­
ings thereon, nor Avi 11 it amend *h©. 
regulations prior to October 15, 1915.
It is the purpose cf the Department 
to conform the regulations te th©.
(Continued  on page seven.)
The
Right
Oil
fo r
Guns
/ comes in bottles andSelf-Sealing Handy Oil Cans bearing the well- known 3-in-One red' trade mark.
3-in-One Oil
puts smooth mot ion in. Cun 
actions. Prevents rust 
and tarnish, leading and 
) pitting. Nevergums.dries 
__ out or gathers dust. Pol*
r' ishes stock and fore-end beautifully. 10c, 25c, 50c. Non-leaK Handy Oil Cans with 3V2 ounces of i good 3-in-One. 25c.
Free — Sample and 
Use Dictionary.
3-in-One Oil Ca,
12* New st N .Y .
SUBSCRIBE N O W  F O R  M A IN E
W O O D S .
ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Y o u n g  w o m e n  go ing  te  
B o s to n  to w o r k  or atudy, 
a n y  la d y  g o in g  to  Boston  for  
p le a su re  o r  o n  •  shopp ing  
t r ip  w i t h o u t  m a le  escort w ill 
find  t h s
F r a n k lin  Square  
H o u s e
a d e l ig h t f u l  p la c e  to stop. A  
H o m e -H o t e l  In  t h s  heart of 
B o s t o n  e x c lu s iv e ly  for w o ­
m en. 630 ro o m s ,  safe, c o m ­
fo r ta b le  c o n v e n ie n t  of access, 
p r ic e s  re a so n a b le .  Fo r p ar-  
t lc u la r s  a n d  p r lc a s  a d d re ss
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton S t , Boston, Mass.
P A L M E R  E N G I N E S  A N D  
L A U N C H E S .
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes 
and light boats, $48.0Q. Largest stock 
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALM ER  
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland,.Me.
TAXIDERMISTS
0 . W. PICKRL,
TAXIDERM IST
Dealer in Sportinjr Goods. Ftehlnir Tackle, 
Indian Moccasins, Baskete and Souvenirs. 
RANGfcLEY,. - . . MAINS-
-
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumterateu 
Known the world over for excel­
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth. . . .  Maim^
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Nothing C a n  K e e p  F re sh  After 
It’s  C u t  Up
WUMMMMMm — li Ip—
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre­
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the 
leaves into plug form  and keeping it in by covering it 
with a  natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and 
strength o f  tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated.
Take a Plug o f  Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out 
so that w hen you wrhittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it 
will bum  and smoke sm ooth and cool as it has all o f  its orig­
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid 
in both quality and quantity. T ry  this experiment and 
judge for yourself.
NO SUNDAY
AT OXBOW
(Specia l Correspondence.)
Oxbow, Me., August 2.—Receut ar­
rivals at Libby’s last week were: 
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Blair, Glen Ridge, 
N. Y.; Hobart A. Lav.tom of Boston. 
They have gone up stream with El- 
lie Currier, Ephraim Chase and Earl 
Johnson for guides for a three weeks’ 
trip to Munsungun and Pleasant 
lake. Tuesday’s arrivals at Libby's 
were Wm. S. McLean, Wm. S. Mc­
Lean, Jr., Win. S. McLean, 3rd., and 
Jesse D. Jones, all of Wilkes Barre, 
Pa. They went up river Wednesday 
motming with Chas. and Chris Clif­
ford for guides, and will use their 
own camp at Chandler lake for a 
time. Also Saturday last, a well- 
known party from New Britain, 
Conn., Jack Vance of the New Brit­
ain Herald, G. C. Weld of the First 
National Bank, New Britain and M. 
H. Johnson, New Britain, of the 
Stanley Rule and Level Co. Other 
guests were: C. W. Terhune, G.
F. Plympton, F. B. Plympton, all of 
Hackensack, N. J.; E. C. Thayer 
and his two sons of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., will join them a little later. 
These last two parties have Eilie 
Currier, Ephraim Chase, Earl Johnson 
Ross Weaven, Rufe Clark and Clar­
ence Reed for guides. They are
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY 
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect June 21, 1915
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm­
ington for PhiUips and Rangeley, at 12:02 P. M. 
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and Bigrelow at 4:20 
P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and 
Kingrfield at 7:55 A. M., and from Rangeley and 
Bigelow at 1 -56 P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M.. and leaves at 
11:00 A. M.
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming- 
ton at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. for Phillips and 
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M., and for 
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive 
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M. 
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. * From Phillips at 
7:25 A. M.. and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M ., 
trom Kingfield at 7:15 A. M. and from Farmington 
at 11:55 A. M
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave for  Farm­
ington at 7:05 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. Arrive from 
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A. M., 
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed 
train leaves for Farmington at 7:30 A. M., and 
arrives from Farmingtc*n at 2:15 P. M.
RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves for Farm- 
ngton at tl:30 A. M., and arrives from Farming- 
ton at 6:43 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 7:30 A. M. 
and arrives at 3:45 P. M.
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M. 
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bige­
low at 9:00 A. M. and 5:46 P. M., for  Farmington 
at 12:30 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Strong at 6:00 A. M., and 
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A. M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm­
ington at 10:45 A, M.. and arrives from Farming- 
ton at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from 
Kingfield at 9:50 A. M., and leaves for Kingfield 
at 6:40 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Philips for Farming- 
ton at 9:00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at 
11.28 A. M., arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A. 
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager
well-known spoortsmen at the Bow 
and up river.
Mr. Charles Fuller and wife, all 
the way from Phoenix, Arizona, in 
their heavy roadster, Arizona regist­
er No. 2848, arrived at Billy Soul'e’s 
home camp at the Bow last Wednes­
day and left next day for the north 
and Canada.
Work on the new Grange building 
is progressing satisfactorily. That 
it will look well, and be able to with­
stand the floods arid winds is as­
sured for it is founded on a rock 
—the rocky ledge just underneath th 
sod. The lodge is in a flourishing 
condition and doubtless will make 
full and proper use of their new 
home.
Sunday base ball seems to flour­
ish hereabouts without protest on the 
part of anyone. The field is on 
the ridge, east of the postoffice a 
mile or more, too far and too hot a 
walk for your scribe to collect the 
facts. Doubtless no one is disturb­
ed by it, though there must be much 
fun agoing for the many fans who 
gather there. This reminds us of a 
well-worn conundrum: “ Why are
base ball players the coolest sports 
in world?’ ’ ‘ ‘Because they are sur­
rounded by so many fans.”  See? 
And this one: “What does a base
ball do when it stops rolling?” Ans­
wer: ‘ ‘It locks ’round.”  “ Nuf sed.”
Play ball! Three strikes and out!
Billy Saule’s camps at Lake Mill- 
inagassett are soon to be filled with 
a lively company from Chestnut Hill, 
Mass., and yet there is room. Water 
has been piped from a boiling spring 
high up on the ridge back of the 
camp for kitchen and bath; the drinks 
ing water is brought from one of the 
coldest springs ever known we think, 
which bubbles up from under a high 
rock quite near camip.
There are as good trout in the lake 
as ever were caught and plenty of 
them, too. Billy just brought down 
a lot of fine trout and one salmon; 
to say that we had a good dinner to­
day (Sunday) leaves the reader to 
imagine by himself, just liow good 
it was. Anyhow, Billy fried them. 
“ Nuf Sed” again.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartshorn©.
SEC. McADOO AT 
POLAND SPRING
(Special Correspondence.)
Poland Spring, August 3.—The rush 
of August visitors from all parts of 
the country to Poland lias filled to 
over-flowing the three hotels, and in 
spite of the depression in other 
places, the resort business at Ricker 
Hill shows no abatement. Tennis, 
golf, swimming, fishing and a score 
of other diversions, occupy the day, 
and the evenings are largely given 
to dancing.
Notable visitors of this week were 
Secretary of the Treasury and Mrs.
W, G. McAdoo of Washington, who 
tarried over Tuesday night at the 
Poland Spring House, on their way 
from Cornish, (N. H., to North' Hav­
en, Me., wiiere they have a summer 
home. Mr. McAdoo enjoys driving 
his own car. While here he was in 
conference with President Wilson 
by telephone. .
The 84th birthday of Mrs. C. A. 
Richards of Boston was the occasion 
of a very pretty surprise party in 
the card room of the Poland Spring 
House on, Tuesday evening of this 
week which was participated in by 
Miss Marion Abrahams and Mrs. 
Thos. P. Stran of Baltimore, Mrs. 
Mary B. Hoffman of New l rork, Mrs. 
J. A. Anderson of Boston, Mrs. S. B. 
Stinson of Philadelphia, Miss Annie 
L. Richards of Boston, and Mrs. E. 
P. Ricker. The surprise was ar­
ranged for by Mrs. Stran, and was 
complete. At the conclusion of the 
game in which Mrs. Richards celeb­
rated her own birthday by taking 
the prize, a monster birthday cake 
was brought in, containing a solid 
silver souvenir for everyone present. 
The whole affair was a very pleas­
ant one and Mrs. Richards received 
many congratulations.
Mr. William E. Hayward of Ux­
bridge, Mass., who is speeding sev­
eral weeks at Poland Spring, has re­
cently purchased from the Poland 
Spring Art Gallery, four paintings. | 
part of them of Maine subjects. They 
are the ‘ ‘Old Homestead, Ruin ford, 
Maine,” by J. A. S. Monks, two wat­
er colors by Henry W. Rice entitled 
“ Old Fashioned Garden,”  and “ Old 
New England Homestead,”  and ‘ ‘A- 
cross the Lake,” an oil by J. Elicit 
En nek ing. These four will make a
total of 13 pictures which Mr. Hay­
ward has purchased from this gallery 
to add to his own valuable collect­
ion.
Professional A. H. Fenn lowered 
the record cf the new Poland Spring 
golf course this week to 75, on Tues­
day, and Mr. Harris Fenn of Boston 
established , a new amateur record, 
also of 7o.
Mrs. C. L. Holbrook of Boston gave 
two small card parties at the Poland 
Spring House this week to groups of 
her friends. Mrs. Rogers Birnie of 
New York and Miss L . L. Oalder of 
Lancaster, Pa., won prizes at the 
first of these. Other ladies present 
were Mesdames Lawrence Hurlburt 
of New York, Henry .'Coffin of Brook­
lyn, A. D. Little of Brookline, Frank 
Crouch of Baltimore and H. H. Rob­
erts of Poland Spring. At the sec­
ond affair on Tuesday night cf this 
week, Mrs. S. V. Blood of Brooklyn 
and Mrs. I. W. Chick of Boston re­
ceived the trophies, while those pre­
sent included Mrs. lining Schmelzel 
of (New York, Mrs. W. F. Gilbert of 
New' Haven, Mrs. Alien P. Swan of 
Brooklyn, Mrs. Leon Abbett and Mrs. 
F. K. Griswold of Brooklyn.
CAMP RECIPES BY 
CAMP COOKS
Cora Chowder Easy to Make After 
You Know How.
Take one can of com, three large 
potatoes, three onions, if you can 
get them; salt and pepper to taste; 
slice potatoes, and onions, and cook 
in deep iron kettle until potatoes are 
done, but not mushy; add the can 
of corn; then, if you can’t get fresh 
milik, mix enough condensed milk with 
water to give you one quart of milk, 
—the Eagle Brand, I believe, is un­
sweetened—add this to the kettle and 
let come to a boil. The chowder 
may be thickened with two or three 
rolled crackers, or one tablesipoonfuil 
of flour and butter, made into a 
paste; if there is salt pork in camp, 
cut two slices into small pieces and 
fry out, adding to the chowder when 
the potatoes are cooked. This is1 
better than butter, giving the chowd­
er a good flavor. This recipe is 
enough for three people; double it, 
if necessary. Place on top a dozen 
split common crackers, and serve 
piping hot.
I buy a package of Reliable flour 
which costs about twenty-two cents 
a package, and which is a prepared 
flour containing everything necessary 
for the biscuit except the moistening. 
Turn the flour out of the original 
package and put it in a tight can or 
jar. Take two cups of the flour and 
wet it until a soft dough is formed, 
with water or condensed milk thin­
ned with water, and a spoonful of 
butter if you have it on hand. Shape 
into biscuits, if you have the facili­
ties, or bake in a spider cake form. 
I have baked biscuit dough quite ac­
ceptably in an iron kettle with a 
steamer shelf fitting inside of it. 
Place dough on the shelf and an iron 
cover on kettle. The only thing a 
camper is liable to forget when bak­
ing biscuits is to take the biscuits 
when done out of the baker or they 
will become s-oggy from their own 
confined moisture.
Cut up raw potatoes and onions in­
to small cubes, adding other vege­
tables if on hand and bits of meat 
if wanted. Cook very slowly in 
covered frying pan with salt and pep­
per to season until tender and browr^
A sugar-cured ham weighing about 
nine and one-half pounds may be 
cooked over a camp fire to a degree 
oi perfection that would tickle the 
palate of an epicure, and beans a 1 
la Boston style baked in an earth­
en pot fn the ashes in front of the 
i camp fire, or in a hole itn the ground 
I lined with rocks, make a splendid ad­
dition to the camp menu. I took a 
i small hacksaw and sawed off the 
[string end of the ham. about six or 
I eight inches deep, placed the butt 
j end’ of the ham in a large kettle, 
with the smaller piece beside it. 
Cover tightly with iron cover and 
cock over sufficient fire to keep the 
water in the kettle at a simmering 
temperature for eight or nine hours. 
After the bam has simmered Tor a- 
hout six hours, take it from the ket­
tle, cut off all the skin and dark fat 
and put it back in the kettle with, 
fresh water and two table spoonsful 
of sugar. Boil tile remaining two 
hours, lift out and let cool. The 
flavor is so delicious and the meat 
so tender, you will think you never 
tasted anything quite s© good. One 
pint of small pea beans, two or 
three slices of the ham fat, one 
spoonful of molasses, and one-half 
teaspoonful of mustard; cover with 
water and cook as long as you cook 
the ham, in the ashes right in front 
of the fire. Re-fill with water when 
ic cooks away. With bread ancl but­
ter, a can of corn, and steaming cof- 
f?e, you will go far to find a finer 
camp meal than this.
MASQUERADE AT 
THE PAVILION
Many Cottagers Around the Lake 
Now— Improvement Society 
Holds Fair.
n ________
Weld, Me., August 9.—Miss Alice 
Craig of New Bedford is at Mrs. 
Henry Swett’s for the month of 
August.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bedell and 
children, Mrs. Martha Dunn and Mrs.
A. B. Howard all of Auburn were 
at Mrs. Henry Swett’s for a few 
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Newman of 
Arkansas City, Kansas, are at Mrs. 
J P. Maxwell’s for a few days.
Frank Harlow and family of Boston 
are at their log camp on the west 
side for a few weeks.
Mrs. Frank Lawrence of Tarry- 
town, N. Y., who has been the guest 
of her sister, Mrs. Harrison C. Fales 
for the last two weeks, has gone to 
Mrs. J. P. Maxwell’s for the rest of 
the summer.
Miss Mildred Morse of Woonsocket, 
R. I., is the guest of Miss Frances 
WTrigbt for two weeks.
The event of most interest last 
week was the masquerade given by 
the cottagers at the pavilion Tues­
day evening, August 2nd, for the 
benefit of the library. A large
crowd attended and over sixty-one 
dollars will be added to the library 
fund. Following are some of the 
characters represented: A group
consisting of a wounded German 
spy, Henry Swett; surgeon, Cola
Storer; internes, Clifton Collins and 
Ernest Masterman, Red Cress nurse, 
Mrs. Ezra Swett; kitchen maids, Mrs 
Spanhoffd and Chester Bliunt; Anti 
Suffragist, Wilhelm ina Spanllioffd; 
Spanish ladies, Mrs. Biunt and Mrs. 
MiUiken; old-fashlcned lady, Miss
Holland; preirots, Messrs. Millikeu, 
McKenney, Ezra Swett, Alton Swett 
and Mrs. Willard and Lueile Ladd; 
Japaneese lady, Mrs. McKenney; 
Spanish lady, Angie Swett; Big Sis­
ter and little brothers, Miss Kent
and Mrs. Swett and Mrs. Maxwell;
clown, Cliff MaxwelL; bride, Miss 
Fales; queen of fortune tellers, Mrs. 
Wbiitin; morning and Heavenly 
Twins, Lena Newman and Janice 
Palmer and Laura Schofield; Uncle 
Sam, Carl Schofield; Liberty, Master 
Trask; old-fashioned lady, Ethel Rus­
sell; Mexican, Mr. Fales; Gypsy, Mar­
guerite Fales; daisy, Dorothy Swett; 
Indian maiden, Mrs. Sanborn; stud­
ent, Cony Masterman; French dolls, 
Mrs. Leach and Mrs. Weymouth; 
bloomer girls, Mr. Leach and Mr. Wey­
mouth; Greek goddess, Miss Craig; 
artist, Parsons West; old-fashioned 
maiden, Helen Wrest; cadet, CLayton 
Storer; chef, Master Leach; ball 
player, Mrs. Parsons; morning, Geo. 
Dill; farmer, Carl Wbittemore; and 
many others. During the dancing 
punch and ice cream cones were 
served, and the evening was thor­
oughly enjoyed by those ' whto parti­
cipated and by the large crowd of 
spectators.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Phillips and son, 
J. Manning Phillips of Andover, 
Mass., are at Colrasset for the month 
of August.
At Camp Toronto are Mr. and Mrs. 
J. J. Brainard and two sons, J. Hea­
ton and Walter N. Brainard and 
Miss Mailing all of Andover, Mass.,
* (Continued on page seven.)
CANADIAN WILDS
TELLS about the Hudson Bay Com­
pany; Northern Indians 
and their Modes of 
Hunting, Trapping, etc 
Provisions fo r  th e  
Wilderness, Things to 
Avoid, etc., etc. The 
author (Martin Hunter) 
was with the Hudson 
Bay Company for about 
40 years— from 1S63 to 
1903 and the informa­
tion is given from al­
most a half century’s 
experience. This book contains 277 pages, 
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader” 
Outfitting: Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis­
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About 
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances, 
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver. 
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian 
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting 
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things 
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and 
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A  Tame Seal, 
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A  Case 
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling 
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A 
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass 
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A  Pard Neces­
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake 
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents
CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS
THIS is one of the mo s t  practical 
books on woodcraft 
ever written contain­
ing valuable informa­
tion for all lovers of 
the great outdoors.
The author of this 
book has spent years 
in the woods, so 
knows what is’ want­
ed by the woodsmen, 
mountain men, pros­
pectors, trappers and 
the hardy outdoor people in general. It 
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations. 
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures 
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp 
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps, 
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking 
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms, 
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel­
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt­
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snow- 
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail 
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush 
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and 
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and 
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions..
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.
SCIENCE OF FISHING
S C I E N C E  O F  
F I S H I N G
, HPHE most practi­
se cal book on fish­
ing ever published. 
T h e  author says; 
“For those who have 
caught them, as well 
as for those who 
never have.” This 
book describes the 
fish, tells their habits 
and PIOW, WHEN 
and W H E R E  to 
catch them; also tells 
the KIND of tackle 
used for each fish, 
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100 
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods; 
Reels; Hooks, Lines-and Leaders; Flies; 
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle 
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf- 
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of 
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish; 
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout 
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge 
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and 
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna; 
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair­
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa­
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of 
Fish— Good Places.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents
Send all orders to
MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
Cnprial flffpr Any one of the a,?ove0 JJCu!tSI UllCl books and Outing Edition 
of MAINE WOODS one year, #1.21;
4
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MAINE W O O D S
IS S U E D  W E E K L Y
J. W . B rack ett Co.
Phillips, Maine
IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
OOTING EDITION
pairus ..............................................  $1.00 per year
LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p a g es ................................. $.1.50 P«r year
Canadian. Maxican. Caban and Panama sub- 
acsipuon aO cents extra. Foreign subscription 
5 cents extra.
One of the most attractive spots on I Mr. and Mrs. Birchard Whitman ar-
Peaks Island is B rackett Point, where,rived hcme Wednesday night lrom
a carriage drive through the Dead
iinterscl as second class matter. January 21, 
1909, at utie postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under 
ttie Act of March 3, 1879.
Tae Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire 
state oi Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- 
■•r and Outing news, and the Franklin county 
eeally.
Maine Woods solicits com nunications and fish 
and game photographs from ta readers.
When ordering the address of your paper 
changed, please give the old as well as new 
ddress.
T H U R S D A Y ,  A U G U S T  12, 1915.
ALL AROUND
THE STATE
If ever a dog had reason to he 
“mad” without having been attacked 
by the rabies, that dog wj-s the one 
owned by Harry Robinson of Lob­
ster Cove, reports the Boothhay Reg­
ister, Sometime during the night 
recently the dog found and attacked j 
a porcupine cr hedgehog, as some pre* 
for to call him. When the dog agai 
showed up the next morning it was 
hard to tell whether he had eaten 
the porcupine or not. Certain it. 
was that the dog’s head and face 
^were indicative of such a thing, ^or j 
there were quills protruding frcm I 
every part of it. Dr. E.^  M. Bradley, 
the veterinary, was called, and he, i 
with assistants, had nearly a half j 
day’s job relieving the poor animal 
of some of his pain and many of His 
“ feathers.”  •‘Bobbie” Boyd was 
chief annesthetist, and put the dog 
under ether. Duitcky Auld was his 
first assistant. About 150 quills 
were taken out cf the dog's mouth, 
nose and tongue. The deg wouldn’ 
remain under the ether long, hut ad­
ministering it many times, the oper­
ation was finally performed.
the home of Mr. and . Mrs. J. W.
Brackett is situated. The house is 
in the midst of a Lovely ]£.wn and 
flower garden, this garden being a 
source of great pride to the owners 
and no wonder, for here may be 
found all kinds cf beautiful flowers, 
hollyhocks, California poppies, etc., 
and every kind which goes to make 
up a real old-fashioned garden. The 
front veranda of the house is just 
now a-grow with a veritable .screen cf 
climbing roses, pink and red. Many 
a summer visitor at the island has 
said cf the garden: “ The loveliest
sight I hav,e ever seen.” People 
walk from all parts of the island to 
Brackett Point on purpose to &ee 
the garden and interesting house 
which is appropriately called Green­
wood cottage—Sunday Telegram.
Let everyone remember the date,
August 18, of the West Phillips Re- 
union and plan to. be there and bring annjing on
your family.
We are very .sorry to report that 
Mrs. H. E. Batch elder of the Bakery 
is quite ill with a bad stomach trou­
ble.
The Dunham and Kinney families 
remember their reunion will be held 
Friday, August 20, at the home of 
James Dunham in Madrid.
Mrs» A. G. Crcnkh.ite will leave 
home Friday horning for a visit with 
relatives in Jefferson, Her aunt,
Mrs. K&L. Francis cf Everett, Mass., 
who has been her guest for a week 
or two will accompany her to pass a 
short time there. Mr. Francis will
River region. Mr. Whitman was 
taking his vacation from the store 
of Haley & Russell.
The rural schools will open the 
27th of August. The teachers will 
be announced later.
Arthur Aldrich is in Everett,. 
Mass., where he is employed in the 
drug store of his uncle, Andrew Al- 
dich. Later lie expects to attend 
Burdette College.
The remains of Benjamin F. Pear­
son arrived from Alls,ton, -Mass., Wed­
nesday night, and Mr. C. F. Chand­
ler will conduct tl.e services, which 
will be held at Madrid this (Thurs­
day) afternoon.
The 1913 Club will be entertained 
by Mrs. J. E. Noble this week.
Mrs. O. H. Hersey will arrive 
home to-day from a few weeks’ visit 
with friends in Portland, Buckfield
E. H. Whitney has had a mirror 
placed in his drug store, 12 feet leng 
and 5 feet wide, which adds to the 
attractiveness of the place.
The solo rendered by Airs. Minnie 
Craig at the Methodist church last 
Sunday mcraing was very much ap­
preciated.
Air. and Airs. W. S. Toothaker and 
daughter, Gladys went to Fryehurg 
Saturday for a visit with Mrs. Tooth- 
aker’s sister, Airs. W. C. Beedy 
and family. Air. Toothaker return­
ed Monday night, hut Mrs. Toothaker 
and daughter will remain for a few 
days.
Bernard S. Beedy will pass the
AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
Sedge-ley & Co. have received an­
other lot of the fancy crepe dresses 
for ladies. Price $1.50. Sizes 34
Wild ducks are beginning to make 
their appearance in Merrymeeting | 
bay in large numbers. Frequenters I 
of that locality have been surprised 
during the past week to see so many j 
birds in the bay thus early in the | 
season and are inclined to the belief! 
that the prospects for early fall j 
shooting in September are excellent, j 
—Biddeford Journal.
A Hartford fisherman returned 1 
home recently after a stay of one j 
•week at the Spring Lake (Me.) camps, 
but he didn’t have as many rods wheaj 
he went home as when he came. Hav­
ing decided one day to troll for lake 
trout he put a nice smelt on an ar­
cher spinner, put the big net in his 
1 is boat, and he was ready to “strike 
-out,” but just then it began to rain, | 
so he threw the bait in the water 
and supposed lie bad fastened his 
rod to the springboard cn the float 
and ran to the guides’ camp. Some 
boys stepping in Camp “ Columbia” 
heard the ‘ ‘singing” of the reel and 
rushed cut just in time to see the 
end of the rod going over the spring­
board into the lake. In a short time 
several boats fitted out with, grapples 
were going up and down the lake, 
but the rod was not found. It was 
decided at the guides’ camp that a 
large salmon was the thief.—Spring- 
field Republican.
Harry E. Sanford of Foxcroft tells 
some fish story as the result of a 
visit to Greeley’s Landing, Sebec 
lake, Monday morning. Mr. San- 
fc rd took in a party from out of the 
s^ate which is to occupy a cottage on 
the lake shore for several weeks. 
While on the wharf at Greeley’s Mr. 
Sanford noticed a tig pickerel laying 
lazily in the water off the wharf. 
The pickerel seemed oblivious to the 
danger of his surroundings. Securing 
a three pronged hook and a piece cf 
string from a neighboring boat house 
Mr. Sanford hooked the pickerel. On 
reaching Sanford’s stable on Sumner 
street the pickerel was weighed and 
found to tip the scales at two and a 
half pounds.—Kennebec Journal.
go down from Everett with the auto week-end with friends and relatives 
for a vacation and Mrs. Franca® will ia town.
return home with him. -------------------------------
In another column will be found a 
list of the new books recently added 
to the Phillips Public library.
Mr. and Airs. H. S. Sampson would 
be pleased to receive calls or greet­
ings from their friends cn Sunday 
afternoon, August 15th, it being 
the occasion cf their 50th wedding 
anniversary. Airs. Sampson’s par­
ents were married on that date as I to 44.
well as their daughter, Airs. B. E. j ------------
Pease of Berwick, who will celebrate j C. F. Chandler *£ Son have a fine 
her 8th anniversary, while Airs, j new line of dressers.
Pease’s little daughter, Beth will be I ------------’
six years odd cn that day. j Have you tried Olive butter for
The teachers in the village schools sandwiches from Toothaker’s? 
the coming year are Fred H. Aloulton ] "
of North Jay to the Grammar s c h o o l  Lock over the pew fal1 sult “ p' 
Katherueen Noble to the Primary j €S Henry True s. 
and probably Mis® Gertrude Grant as 
assistant in the High school. With/ 
the exception cf the music teacher 
who has net yet been engaged the 
other teachers will be the same.
Schools will open September 27.
Miss Adeliade Whatman cf Lewis­
ton is visiting her uncle, Birchard 
Whitman and family. She was also 
the guest c.f Airs. Frank Haley for a 
few days.
Airs. P. F. Bonney of Cambridge,
Mass., and Air. and Mrs. J. J. Brown- 
low and maid of Brookline, Alass., 
arrived by auto Wednesday and will 
pass the remainder of the summer 
at their cottage in Phillip®. The 
residents are always pleased to have 
the-family arrive.
The way to keep tilings bright in 
dull weather is to buy a jar of 
Cronkhite’s silver polish.
a find for any football team, accord­
ing to a yarn the Woodland Press 
tells cf him a® a fisherman. It 
seems the man was fishing for sal- 
men and waded into the water. A 
salmon took the hook and the fish-
D. F. Hcyt has a new line of shoes. 
Regals, Urbans and J. T. Wood’s 
work shoes.
A full line of Bass moccasins. 8- 
inch cruisers for $3.75 at C. AI. 
Hoyt’s.
Non-skid Goodyear bicycle tires at 
the Phillips Hardware Co.’s store.
Eight cakes of soap fer 25£ at 
Bean’s.
Good pastry of all kinds continual­
ly on hand at Batchelder’s.
Look at the new ad. cf Rollins £■ 
Bean. They are giving away a 25<* 
book of information absolutely free.
----- - -----------------— i
Straw  for Panam a Hats. *n
erman in order to land it stepped „ T °quilla straw- which Panama
x , x  . , . . hats are made, is obtained from five or
? *  T  Iatt“ lpted to * " » «  *  six species of the palm. The most 1m- 
to the batii;, but hit a branch of a portant of these is known as Carludo- 
tree which extended ever the water ; vica palmata, and grows in the warm, 
and Air. Salmon fell off and started i moist regions of the Pacific coast in 
for his native element. As quick 1 Colombia and Ecuador, and also in the 
as a flash the fisherman jumped and j forests of Peru along the headwaters 
kicked with his right foot, landing I cf lhe Amazon- Tllis palm attains a
NATE ELLIS AT
HOME AGAIN
Proprietor of Lake View House 
Recovering from Operation.
Central Maine General Hospital,
Lewiston, Ale., July 21, 1915. 
Dear Old Alaine Woods:
I would like a little space in your 
valued paper to tell my friends and 
neighbors (a® I lie on my back here) 
just wliat bih/appened to me.
I cam,© here July 14, to be operat­
ed on for some foreign growth in the 
stomach. The Doctors could not 
si-em to tell just*.what the trouble 
was so they 1 ut me under the X- 
Ray, but that also failed to show the 
trouble.
There was nothing to do but L 
open me up and find out. The open­
ing up i® all good and easy, but be­
lieve me it is a little corner off of 
the ‘ ‘bad place” for two or three 
days after. Well, after I bad pass­
ed through tortures and was feeling 
quite comfortable so to speak, what 
dees the Doctor do but tell me that 
they found quite a large growth in 
my stomach, hut did not think it 
advisable to remove it as it would 
return again, so it looks as though 1 
would return home no better than 
when I came, only that I know what 
ails me.
Well, you will say did you stop 
smiling? Well I guess not. I says, 
old man, we are placed here to take 
things about as they come to us, to 
be changed and remodeled somewhat 
by us, but not wholly controlled by 
us.
The Doctor came to-day and took 
out the stitches and said I was in
O. K. condition. Expect to return 
home the last cf the week cr the 
first of next.
Yours truly,
Nate H. El>lj®.
We are very glad to note that Mr. 
Ellis arrived home frem Lewiston 
Thursday of last week and is getting 
along well and able to be up around 
and on the streets.
M E T H O D IS T  E P I S C O P A L  C H U R C H
Bessie  F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, August 15.—Morning wor­
ship, 10.45. Sermon, “ How Alay 
We Know Jesus Better?” Sunday 
school, 12. Epworth League, 7. Sub­
ject, “ Keeping One’s Self Aseptic 
Against Temptation.” Leader, Airs. 
Fred Bemis. Prayer and praise ser­
vice, 7.30.
The “Stock ing  Bank.”
The banking of small change in 
stockings is strictly original with wom­
en. Alen’s socks extend only a trifle 
above the ankle and usually have 
holes in the heels, which make them 
rather unsafe depositories, while a 
lady's stocking has its entrance at the 
knee cap, hence it would be a difficult 
matter to draw upon her bank unless 
the draft were duly certified by the 
lady herself.—“Zim” in Cartoons Alag-
25 Y E A R S  A G O  IN  P H I L L I P S
(Continued  from  page one.)
thanks for some very nice cherries.
A horse belonging to H. P. Dill 
dropped dead cn the Rangeley road i 
this week.
Rev. and Airs. T. N. Kewley are i 
visiting her parents, Air. and Mrs. ; 
Samuel Beedy.
Air. and Airs. Frank Atw'ood and 
children visited relatives in East 
Wilton this week.
Air. and Airs. C. E. Twombly of 
Boston have been visiting at S. L. 
Twombly’s on the Alile Square.
The ordination cf Rev. J. H. Mc­
Laren will occur in the Union church,. 
Tuesday, August 12. Services at 
2 and 7.30 p. m.
An important part of the Sandy 
River railroad’s freight for some 
weeks past has been haying tools and 
other goods fer C. AI. Davis. Air. 
Davis sold four New York Buckeye 
mowers in one day recently.
Dr. Toothaker was called Wednes­
day night to attend the little son of 
Geo. Hamlin, who was sericus-ly hurt 
by a cart bcdy falling and striking 
him across the stomach. The Doctor 
is not yet able to decade how dan­
gerous the wound is.
E. A. Norris of the Fitchburg., 
Alass., Daily Evening Mail, and his 
son, Rodney, arc in Phillip®, spend­
ing their vacation, visiting relatives 
and will remain until the first of 
September. They make their hpuie 
at Samuel B. Wing’s at the Upper 
Village.
Air. James Thompson of Rangeley 
has had a bay window added to bis 
! house on High street. Ernest Haley, 
one cf Phillips’ young carpenters did 
I the job well.
The Sandy River railroad sold from 
450 to 500 tickets to the Fourpaugh 
circus at Farmington Wednesday. 
Nearly 150 were from Ivingfield, Sal­
em and other points cn the F. &
AI. R. R.
Several car load® of iron have an- 
rived for the Phillip® & Rangeley 
Railroad ar.d a number cf their new 
cars are now running on the Sandy 
River Railroad.
Entire  P lant on Wheels.
The entire plant of a Pennsylvania 
asphalt block manufacturing concern 
is mounted on freight cars, so that 
it can be taken wherever there is 
work for it to do.
One T h in g  Pretty  Sure, i
“What is your opinion of this new 
cure? Do you think walking through 
the grass will make a person healthy?’ 
asked the boarding-house lady at the 
dinner table. “Well, it seems to have 
made this beef pretty tough,” replied 
the boarder, trying hard to cut his 
steak. .
and
and ' 
and
fairly on the thickest part of the 
fish, which was driven high amd dry 
up on the shore.
Woodland has a man who would be
MINUS THE RUB
Silver Polish
It/sno trick to clean sil­
ver with our new polish.
A. G. CR0NKHITE,
P H IL L IP S , M E.
height of six to ten feet. The leaves 
are fan shaped. Toquilla straw’ is ex­
ported to the United States and other 
countries, where the hats are made 
by machinery.
Coal Tar Valuable.
Vanilla flavoring for cooking, which 
formerly was prepared from a bean, 
can now be obtained irom the vanillin 
of the gas works, and even this vanil­
lin can be made into a heliotrope per­
fume by adding oil of almonds, while 
the latter can be produced by treat­
ing benzine with an acid. Huge quan­
tities of this oil are used in the mak­
ing of scented soaps. As a matter 
of fact, there is scarcely a department 
of life into which the products of coal 
tar do not enter.
Up to Date.
” Oh, yes,” said Mrs. Noovowe, fan- 
..mg herself vigorously, “Jim and me 
‘ rics always to be strictly up to date. 
In place of a cook we have a cnef to 
run our kitchen for us; and we’ve had 
a taximeter put on to our car to show 
us how much we save by runnin’ our 
own, and on top o’ that, Jim has em­
ployed one o ’ the best artichokes in 
the country to draw plans for remod- 
elin' our old stable into a first-class 
garbage.”
B IR T H S
Rangeley, July 30, to Air.
Airs. Erman Toothaker, a sen.
Rangeley, July 31, to Air.
Airs. A. L. Oakes, a daughter.
Rangeley, July 19, to Air.
Mrs. Herbert Ross, a daughter.
He W anted the Job.
When- Alorrla^vas seven years old 
h1s mother was one day reading to 
him about the kings of England. Af­
ter she had closed the book he re­
mained silent and thoughtful for some 
minutes, then asked, "Mother, do they 
have kings in this country?” “No, 
dear, don’t you remember I told you. 
we have a president here?” Another 
silence and then very earnestly and 
gravely the little fellow said, “ I’m sor­
ry about that, mother, for I was just 
thinking 1 would tike to be it.”—Chris­
tian Register.
H onors W ere Even.
A woman who had some knowledge 
of baseball took a friend to a cham­
pionship contest. "Isn’t that fine?” 
said the first. “ We have a man on 
every base.” “Why, yes,” said the 
friend, ‘and so have they.”
WHEN YOU WANT
FORD REPAIRS
Go to Henry True's
TIRES AND TUBES
Go to Henry True's
A JOB OF VULCANIZING
Go to Henry True’s
A SUIT OF CLOTHES
Go to Henry True's
A DAILY PAPER OR MAGAZINE
Co to H E N R Y  T R U E ’S
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.
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CLASSIFIED
other
coal a word in advance No headline or 
display. Suhgecta in a. b, c. order
up river at spawning time. Ordinar­
ily they coble up the rivers during 
t !'€ last two weeks of July and it is
thus seen tliat they are on time in.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, 
•ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy 
and light. ’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Phillips, Me.
WANTED—A cook from September 
18 to June 25. Address Maine Woods.
FOR SALE—Desiratle house lots in 
Phillips. Address Maine Woods.
FOR SALE—A few fox hounds from 
my own private strain. AW extra 
good ones. Both young and old: W. 
J. Slattery, Rumford Point, Me.
FOR SALE—Good potatoes at my 
storehouse. B. F. Beal, Phillips.
WANTED—Girl for general house­
work. Mrs. Joel Wilbur.
EXCHANGE—Red female fcx for 
pair black racoon. Jesse Roberson, 
Zumbro Falls, Minn.
STRANGERS IN
BANGOR POOL
The success of the experiment be­
ing made by the United States gov­
ernment in planting millions of Pa­
cific humpback salmon fimgerlings off 
the coast of Maine appears to be 
assured judging by the discovery this 
week of Thomas E. Sullivan, fisih 
warden at the Banger Salmon pool, 
who says that thousands of the adult 
humpback salmon have been up the 
river to spawn. Mr. Sullivan cap­
tured and examined two of the 
humpback salmon and have positive­
ly identified them. They weigh 
from three to six pounds each, and 
the fact that they have readied ma­
turity and are spawning at almost 
exactly the same time that they do 
in their native haunts on the Paci­
fic coast makes it seem very likely, 
in Mr. Sullivan’s mind that the fish 
have ccane tQ Maine and thd Penob­
scot river to stay.
Banger fishermen and others near 
the pool noticed this week that there 
have been numerous fish jumping  ^
which at first they thought were 
sea bass. Mr. Sullivan was puz­
zled as to their identity at first, 
knowing that it is too late for ale- 
wives. To find cut just wihat they 
were, he drained the fishway and 
discovered two of a variety of fish 
that are strangers to Maine waters, 
and which he instantly proclaimed to 
be the humpback salmon.
Of Great Importance
The finding of these humpback sal­
mon in the Penobscot river is c f 
the utmost importance. The United 
Slates for the past three years has 
been bringing about 40,000,000 hump­
back salmon fry to Maine each year, 
and hatching them in the govern­
ment hatcheries, later distributing 
them in harbors along the coast. 
Thousands of dollars have been ex­
pended in this way and without 
knowing that the venture would 
prove a success, for humpback sal­
mon have never been planted in 
Atlantic waters before. They are 
a hardy fish, flourishing in waters 
of Alaska and the Columbia river 
which in many ways* resembles that 
cf the coast cf Maine, and there 
was every indication that they would 
flourish here. They are an excel­
lent food fish, rich and delicious. In 
the west, the canning of humpback 
salmon is an important industry.
this river. Mr. Sullivan expressed 
the opinion Saturday that the run 
for this year is nearly over.
The fish that he got in the fish­
way weighed from three to six lbs. 
each and were green, in color, near­
ly the shade of a pickerel, with 
small scales like a trout, and a slip­
pery shin. The head is like that 
of the Penobscot salmon except that 
the mouth is larger in proportion. 
Ordinarily the hump is not in sight, 
but appears just behind the head at 
spawning time.
Immediately upon finding the 
humpback salmon, Mr. Sullivan com­
municated with Supt. James De 
Rocher of the United States govern­
ment hatchery at East Orland, and 
he canie to Bangor on Friday to see 
the fish. During his stay here, Mr. 
Sullivan was unable to get one of 
the salmon fer 1dm, owing to the 
fact that few of them go into the 
fishway, as the humpback salmon do 
not try to get above quick water. 
Mr. Sullivan promised to send him 
one just as scon as another is cap­
tured. The hatchery authorities 
are highly interested in the discov­
ery and hope th^t it means that the 
venture will prove to bring all the 
gcod results that were planned.
It is possible that the salmon at 
the pool may be the identical fing- 
erlings that were by accident planted 
| in the river on a cold stormy day 
| m February, 1914. The fis’h had 
j been shipped from Green Lake hatch- 
i ery when a wreck occ urred which 
blocked the read, and there was in 
j addition, a heavy snowstorm and 
I extreme cold. It was impossible to 
i reach the coast and the fish were 
i >n danger of being frozen. The men 
in charge thereupon planted them 
I through holes in the ice just below 
the fernyway on the Brewer side. Mr.
! Sullivan thinks that the fish found 
are the identical ones pla.eed in the 
river at that time.—Bangor News.
ALFALFA SILAGE FOR STEERS
A n im a ls at California  Experim ent S ta ­
tion Made Satisfactory Gains and 
Brought Profit.
California experiment station made 
silage out of their first cutting of 
alfalfa last summer. The field was 
foul with weeds, there being much 
foxtail which was nearly ripe, with 
beards already hard. It was decided 
that the cutting was practically value­
l e s s  for bay, and therefore the crop 
was put into the silo.
The steers were fed on rolled bar- 
I ley. alfalfa bay, and the alfalfa sil- 
lage. In two months they made a 
satisfactory gain, and were sold at . 
j a profit of about $5 per head.
The silage as fed out was about 
half foxtail, but it was always eaten 
up clean. The experiment shows that 
silage may be made from weedy al- j 
falfa which would make but inferior 
ljp.y, that such silage will be eaten j 
without waste, and that it can be used ' 
as a supplementary food for fatten- j 
ing on alfalfa hay and barley.
It is suggested that where the first j 
cutting of alfalfa containing foxtail is 
to be used for silage, the work should 
be done before the foxtail beards be- 
i come hard.
CHEAP SHELTER FOR STEERS
Posts Set E igh t Feet H igh  on One 
Side and S ix  on Other W ith  Roof 
W ill A n sw er Purpose.
A cheap shelter for stock is made by | 
setting posts 8 feet apart, 8 feet high 
on one side and 6 feet on the other 
side, making the shed 12 feet wide 
and 40 feet leng, writes D. Siskel of 
Merrick county, Nebraska, in Missouri
A  New  Game F ish
Not only is tine fact that hump­
back salmon seem to be in thie State 
of Maine to stay of importance com­
mercially, but it is also of great in­
terest tc* the sportsmen, as the
humpback salmon are fine game
fish, rising to the fly when they com
Trolling Motor
It goes on any boat. Perfect 
speed for salmon or trout fishing. 
Sold under strong guarantee 
to give satisfaction. Has five 
speeds. Send for catalog.
THORNDIKE MACHINE CO.,
PORTLAND, M AINE
Shed for Steers.
Valley Farmer. Roof runs one way, 
and north side and ends are boxed, 
with a gate at each end and rack run­
ning the full length of shed on south 
side. Straw may be used for the roof 
to still further cheapen construction. 
A shed of this size will shelter 25 or 
30 two-year-old steers.
Chinese People Honest.
Merchants in China often leave their 
places of business unguarded for more 
than half an hour. If customers ar­
rive in the meantime they find the 
prices of goods plainly marked, select 
what they want and leave the money.
CARING FOR MARE AND FOAL
W hole Oats, Corn and Bran Are Prao 
tical Concentrates to Feed— Stall 
Should Be Well Cleaned.
(B y E . II. H U G H E S, M issouri E xperi­
ment S cation.)
Mares in foal should receive regu 
lar exercise up to the time of foaling 
It is advisable that they be worked 
lightly or that they have the run of a 
lot where exercise can be taken. In 
working mares in foal, experience 
proves that heavy pulling, jerking 
backing and deep mud should be 
avoided.
Bright mixed hay, timothy, choice 
alfalfa and good clover are excellent 
roughages for mares in foal. Sound 
whole oats, corn and bran are very 
practical concentrates to feed then: 
when heavy in foal. Two parts whole 
oats, two parts corn and one part bran
by weight (quantity to feed depends 
on size of mare), with what hay they 
win eat, is an excellent ration. It is 
advisable to feed but one-half the grain 
ration when it becomes apparent that 
a mare will foal within forty-eight 
hours. Shortly after the mare has 
foaled, a drink of lukewarm water 
should be given her. The same ration 
fed prior to foaling is usually satisfac­
tory after foaling.
When it is possible, the mare should 
foal in a dry, well-lighted and bedded 
box stall or in a clean grass lot. If 
she foals in a box stall, it should be 
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected 
with a five per cent solution of car­
bolic acid before she enters it. A light 
covering of air-slaked lime on the floor 
underneath the bedding is very prac­
tical safeguard against "navel” trou­
ble.
After she has foaled it Is advisable 
to clean the stall immediately, disin­
fect again and bed thoroughly. As a 
preventive of navel and joint disease 
m the foal, saturate its navel as soon 
as possible with a fiva per cent solu­
tion of lysol or ether disinfectant. To 
prevent blistering the colt’s belly 
smear the parts at the base of the 
navel board with vaseline or unsalted 
lard before applying the disinfectant.
Ku ltu r That Counts.
Captain Muller of the Bavarian 
landwehr, desired to have a fireplace 
built in his commodious underground 
quarters in the second line trenches.
"Sergeant,” said he, "fetch me a 
couple of men who can do the job. 
I don’t want any of your volunteer pro­
fessors and doctors, but handy fellows 
—bricklayers or that sort of thing.”— 
New York Evening Post.
The Genuine Fop.
We have bad attempts at foppery 
in America, but no real fops. A gen­
uine fop, whether in art, in literature, 
or in customs, must have brains; ours 
have been merely effigies, foppery 
taking the dull commercial form of a 
great variety of raiment.
THE PLEASUREI
Of an Occasional Trip to
PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a 
Home During Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern 
House In the City, With All Conven­
iences Including Hot and Cold Running 
Water and Local and Long Distance 
Telephone in All Rooms.
Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable. 
Take the "Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f-.om 
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up. 
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. THURSTON^  R. F. HIMMELEIN. 
Proprietors.
WELL KNOWN 
SPORTSMAN WRITES
Gleaned from the Files of Phillips 
Phonograph 25 Years Ago.
A  F E W  D A Y S ’ O U T IN G  IN  T H E  
D E A D  R IV E R  R E G IO N .
Boston, July 25, 1890. 
To the Ed itor of the Phonograph.
I would like to sdit right down and 
write you an account cf my recent 
experience in Maine if I could only 
have the time. I went on the 29th 
of June and came out on the 13th of 
July. I visited nearly all the lakes 
and camps belonging to the Megan- 
tic Club, having Mr. Fred Giles of 
Stratton as guide for the first week, 
and Mr. Rob Phillips on the sec­
ond. During the time I was on the 
Preserve I saw by actual count. 52 
deer and one caribou. The caribou 
came right out opposite the camps 
at the Narrows of Long Pond, drank 
and then plunged into the water 
and vs warn to the opposite shore; one 
of the most beautiful sights I ever 
saw. He was a full grown bull with 
very large antlers, but the antlers 
w ~e of course not full grown at that 
time of year.
I enjoyed the best fishing I ever 
had in my life at Grant Pond, one 
evening while I was there landing 
about 45 trout, out of which I killed 
seven for the frying pan. I do
not think any of these trout were 
j under a pound or three-quarters, and 
the largest about one pound and a 
half. I fisihed five days pretty
steadily and caught during that time 
434 trout, returning nearly all to the 
water again, only killing a few of 
th largest for the table.
I was surprised at the evidences of 
game in the Dead River Region. I 
can hardly account for it unless it 
is due to emigration from the south­
ern and eastern parts of the state 
where game has been hounded con- 
j siderably. Possibly the* C. P. rail­
road is driving a few from the north. 
I also saw several moose tracks, one 
within 300 yards cf cur club house on 
Spider Lake. I found very few 
sportsmen in the woods, probably 
due to the fact that the season has 
been cold and backward.
I expect to be in Phillips at ti e 
next meeting of the P. & R. R. R. 
directors, and I will do myself the 
pleasure cf calling upon you at that 
time. Remember me kindly to Beal 
and Rich and believe me,
Very sincerely yours,
Heber Bishop.
BLINDNESS ON THE DECREASE
Census Bureau Gives Encouraging Re­
ports of Its D im inution in the 
United States.
Blindness has noticeably decreased 
among the younger population of the 
country in the last half century, ac­
cording to a bulletin issued by the 
census bureau. The bulletin also says 
fhat this affliction is less common in 
America than in any other country, 
and is more prevalent among men 
than among women.
In the United States blindness is 
most prevalent in New Mexico and Ne­
vada, in which states the ratio of blind 
to total population in 1910 were 
169.3 to 100,000 and 118.5 to 100,000, 
respectively. The high ratios for these 
states are due to the fact that Indians, 
among whom trachoma (granulated 
eyelids) is of frequent occurrence in 
those sections of the country, consti­
tute relatively large elements in their 
population. In Arizona, Kentucky, 
Tennessee and Vermont the ratios are 
also high—95.9, 94, 89.5 and 84.6, re­
spectively. The relatively large In­
dian population Of Arizona is responsi­
ble for the high ratio in that state; 
trachoma is prevalent in certain parts 
of Kentucky and Tennessee, and in 
Vermont there are relatively more 
people of advanced age than in other 
parts of the country, to which fact is 
doubtless due to the high ratio for that 
state, since susceptibility to blindness 
increases with advancing age.
Among children under five years, 
only five in every 100,000 wrere blind; 
but among persons eighty-five years 
of agp and over, 2,575 in 100,000 were 
blind.
No Alcohol Allowed at K rupp ’s.
Describing in the Paris Gaulois a re­
cent visit to Krupp’s, Maurice Verne 
says that for the last seven months 
work has been going on continuously 
there night and day. The only drinks 
allowed are milk and coffee, which are 
supplied in liberal quantities.
Uncle Eben.
“ Some tolks,” said Uncle Eben, 
"gits so thoughtful dey ain’t much 
use. De man dat’s alius figgerin’ what 
kind o’ weather we’ll have tomorrow 
generally sits aroun’ an’ don’t take no 
advantage of his information.”
To the Honorable County Commis­
sioners in and for the County of 
Franklin and State of Maine.
We the undersigned, residents of 
the said County of Franklin, and res­
idents of Rangeley Plantation and 
Sandy River Plantation in said Coun­
ty, respectfully represents that public 
necessity and convenience no longer 
require the maintenance of a public 
highway as now existing and laid out 
as follows: Beginning at the cent­
er of the road leading to Rangeley 
village at a point northerly of the 
residence now or formerly of Zephyr 
Raymond cue hundred thirty feet 
northerly of a fir tree spotted, situ­
ated on the east side of the road, and 
; ending at the center of the road at 
a point fifty-six feet northerly from 
the southeast corner cf the residence 
now or formerly of H. M. Bemis and 
fifty-eight feet southerly from the 
northeast corner of said residence, all 
of winch said highway being and ly­
ing in said Rangeley Plantation and 
said Sandy Rive* Plantation; and 
that it will be for the public inter­
est and benefit that said highway 
be discontinued.
Wherefore your petitioners, as un­
dersigned, respectfully pray that the 
highway as above described be dis- 
| continued and abolished.
Dated this 24th day of June, A. 
!D. 1915.
Sidney C. Harden and twenty one 
others.
[Seal]
S T A T E  OF M A IN E .
Franklin, ss.—Court of County 
Commissioners, April term, 1915, held 
by successive adjournments, August 
3, 1915.
On the foregoing petition, satisfac­
tory  evidence having been received 
j that the petitioners are responsible, 
and that an enquiry into the merits 
is expedient, and that they ought 
to be heard touching the matter set 
forth in said petition, it is ordered 
;that thirty days’ previous notice be 
given, that the County Commission­
ers will meet at residence of Zephyr 
Raymond in Sandy River Plantation 
on Thursday, the 7th day of October 
1915, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; 
and thence proceed to view the route 
| set forth in said petition, and other 
| routes and roads connected there­
with, and immediately afterwards 
I hear the parties and their witnesses, 
and then take such further measures 
in the premises as may be adjudged 
proper. Said notice to be given by 
serving attested copies of said peti­
tion and this order thereon, upon the 
respective clerks of the said planta­
tions of Rangeley and Sandy River 
and by posting up such copies in 
three public places in each cf said 
plantations, and publishing the same 
in Maine Woods a public newspaper 
printed in, Phillips in said county, 
that all persons and corporations in­
terested may attend and be heard if 
they think proper.
Attest, B. M. Small, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order 
of Court thereon.
Attest, B. M. Small, Clerk.
William F. Nye is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and NYOIL 
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust an-d gives perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by 7
W M  F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.
i
6
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Especially when the crust 
is the crisp, flaky, tender 
kind that William Tell
makes—the digestible, whole­
some crust that brings every­
one back for a second piece.
They like William Tell cake 
just as well, and William Tell 
bread, biscuits and muffins.
The reason? Ohio Red Winter 
Wheat and a special process of 
milling obtainable only in
(27)
William Tell 
Flour
H. McKenzie Trading Co., 
Phillip* Maine.
“ S h o o tin g  th e  C h u tes” 
a n  t h e  S e a s h o r e !
At fun-loving seashore resorts— where daily thousands of pleasure-seekers get 
their recreation every Summer— there you’ll find that they select
CIGARETTES as the pleasantest, mildest 
and most satisfying way to smoke tobacco
These care-free fun-lovers have the money to spend and they’re willing to spend 
it. And they know what they want— in their home life, in their fun, and in their 
cigarettes! At the seashore, you’ll find the big majority smoking P E R F E C T IO N  
C IG A R E T T E S !
Once you taste P E R F E C T IO N S  you’ll know why they’re so popular. Made for 
over 20 years of the purest and finest Virginia tobacco— mild, with a natural 
sweetness— and rolled into generous-sized  cigarettes that never fail to please.
Ten for 5c, in a hand-wrapped tin foil package that keeps them in perfect condition 
— free and easy-drawing. Shy “ P E R F E C T IO N S ” today to your dealer 
— you’ll know why they’re liked so well at the seashore!
Keep the coupon you find in each package. These „ —. 
coupons are good for many valuable presents. fl «ii
Or.
PERFECTION
All that the name implies
m
m % \  %  
» \ \  4
I P S
LADIES WIN
BALL GAME
The “ Mink” Wins Weekly Boat 
R ace-A ctivity in All Branches 
of Sport.
(Special Correspondence.)
Kineo, Moosehead Lake, August 7 
The biggest August crowd for years 
fills tilts delightful spot, and keen 
interest in all the pastimes as well 
as great activity have featured the 
week. Parties, baseball games, 
si ooting, go-lf, motor boating and ten­
nis have made the time pass quick­
ly for the summer guests.
To the amusement of a large 
cro*vd of spectators gathered on the 
specious veranda of the Mt. Kineo 
Hotel, nine young men grotesquely at 
tried in feminine garments were 
easily vanquished by a young ladies 
baseball team. The game was feat­
ured by the phenomenal playing of 
Miss Dorothy Kinley. Mr. Harold 
A. Freeman of Philedelphia umpired 
and lent fortitude to winning team as 
the score, IS to 8, shows. Mr. Alger­
non Clapp of Philadelphia, acting as 
mascot, was dressed In good femin­
ine taste. The women’s team was. 
composed of Miss Clarice Paterson, 
Miss Katherine Clark and Miss Kath­
erine Gibson of New Fork, Mrs. 
Thomas Wistar, Miss Jessie Page, 
Miss Betty Smith and Miss Kinley of 
Philadelphia, Misis Bancroft of Wil­
mington, Del., Mrs. A. J. FeucMwan- 
ger of Riverside, Conn. The young 
men were Robert Fielder, Irving Wil­
liams, Paul Feuchtwanger, Beach Bar 
rett, of New York, Henry Knight, E. 
S. Kinley, Lewis Smith, Clarence 
Freeman of Philadelphia, and Walter 
Demelman of Boston. The whole 
affair could be rightly called a “ So­
ciety Farce” and gave much enjoy­
ment to those who watched the in­
genious players.
Before the largest gallery of spec­
tators this season Mr. E. G. Kaufman 
of New York, with Mrs. Jay F. 
Schamberg of Philadelphia, acting 
as his partner defeated Irving Wil­
liams of New York and Miss Dorothy 
Kinley of Germantown,, Pa., by their 
persistent playing, winning the prize 
cups offered by R. K. Gibson of Gar­
den City for mixed doubles in tennis. 
The sets as played were G-4-, 7-5,
and 6-4.
A pretty scene was witnessed wrhen 
the children’s putting match was 
held on the lawn in front of the 
hotel. Prizes were given by Miss 
Eleanor, daughter of Col. C.. A. Jud­
kins. Gilbert Quakenbush of Green­
wich, Conn., and Miss Helen Knight 
of Philadelphia, Pa., won the cups. 
Miss Virginia Quackenbush and Mast­
er Gilbert, children of Mrs. George 
Quakenibush, have offered prizes for 
to-day’s match,.
The usual weekly motor boat race 
took place as scheduled, being won 
by the ‘‘Mink” belonging to Holcomb 
York, New Haven, the “Kinnahbeh” 
belonging to C. M. Clark of New 
York, being a close second. Follow­
ing the ten mile race which was
watched by an interested crowd, 
dancing and refreshments were en­
joyed in the yacht clubhouse. Pre­
siding at the tables were Mrs. H. 
C. Warren of New Haven, and Mrs. 
Thomas Upham Coe of Bangor. For 
to-day’s event Henry Sheafer of 
Pottsville, Pa., has presented the clu 
with a handsome silver trophy.
Interest in rifle shooting is keen, 
the largest crowd of the summer tak­
ing part in Monday’s contest. Cbas. 
M. Clark of New York pushed to the 
lead among forty in the season’s re­
cord shoot, while Mrs, H. J. Genung, 
Madison, N. J., Won the sweepstake* 
event of the day. Kineo’s baseball 
team cleaned up in a series against 
a team from the University of Maine 
2-1 and 5-2, the first contest being 
the finest game ever seen at Kineo. 
E. G. Kaufmann of New York won 
the cup in the weekly golf handicap, 
Henry Feuchtwanger of New York 
being his nearest competitor.
Social activities have centered in 
tl e Moos ahead. Lake Yacht Club. 
A dancing party was entertained by 
Mr. and Mrs. John Reilly, Jr., of 
New York, another by Mr. and Mrs. 
C. E. Curtis, Philadelphia, Mr. and 
Mrs. C. M. Williams, Mrs. J. E. R. 
Carpenter, Mrs. N. J. Genung, Mrs. 
Wm. Wakeman, G. E. Cooley, Beach 
Barret, Dr. M. E. Jutte, of New York 
Mis® M. F. Gale, Boston, and Mrs. 
C. A. Conklin, Atlanta, Ga. After­
noon card parties have attracted 
many ladies to the Clubhouse, prize 
winners being Mrs. Carpenter, Mrs. 
M. C. Taylor,‘ Mrs. J. A. Brodie of 
New York, Mrs. Conklin, and Miss 
Susan Cook, Springfield, 111.
Keen interest in the dancing com­
petition at the Mt. Kineo Wednes­
day evening, crowded the large ball 
room to capacity. Following an ex­
hibition by Miss Madeline Francis 
Gale of Boston and Grafton Wiggfns 
of Poland Spring, a competition one 
step called out many couples and 
some fine dancing. Assisting Miss 
Gale and Mr. Wiggins in awarding 
prizes were Mrs. M. D. Paterson, Miss 
Clarice Paterson, Mr. Downer of 
New York, and Mrs. C. A. Judkins. 
The winning couple were Miss Keyo 
Tetsuka of Plainfield, N. J., and Irv­
in? Williams of New York; second 
prize was awarded to Mrs. C. M. 
Williams of New York and W. W. 
Demelman of Boston.
Recent arrivals at the Mt. Kineo 
from New England points are: Mrs.
G, D. Potter, J. J. Hobbs, P. G. W, 
Anderson, Geo. D. Leverett, Newton
H. Seheafer, Miss Kathryn Potter, 
Miss Majorie Morse, H. II. Plummer, 
Miss Gertrude S. Bands, Mrs. Wil­
liam H. Sands, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. 
Demelman, C. G. Schriemer, Lloyd 
II. Fades, Herbert E. Fales, Miss 
Marjorie Fales of Boston; P. F. 
Stoddard, William H. Douglass, New 
Haven, Conn.; J. L. Fox, Hartford, 
Conn.; Charles II. Den.smore, Water- 
bury, Conn.; Rev. John N. Lewis, 
Wa.terbury, Gonn.; G. Champion Ac- 
hean, Middletown, Conn.; Mrs. Y. 
Mural, Mrs. A. J. Feuchtwanger, 
Miss L. Dudley, Rivensdie, Conn.; 
Mr. and Mrs. II. B. Mallory, Dr. and 
Mrs. John R. Bacon, Danbury, Conn.; 
Mrs. Henry Thorndike, East Bridge- 
water, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. R. H. 
Gross, C. S. Gross, Robert E. Gross,
West Newton, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. 
G. Learned, Newburyport, Mass.; 
Hon. William H. Grove and family, 
Salem, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. J. Nel­
son Manning, Wm. H. Sands Dunek- 
ler, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Dunckler, 
Brooklyn, Mass.; Recent arrivals 
from New York and vicinity include: 
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hance, Miss M. 
L Hance, Mrs. G. D. Potter, Miss 
Kathryn Potter, Mrs. J. G. Rieck, 
Geo. W. Merrihew, Mrs. P. Fitzsim­
mons, Miss Agnes Fitzsimmons, J.
F. Murray, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. 
Friend, Mr. and Mrs. E. Y. Gallagh­
er, Harry B. Dick, Mrs. C. H. Math- 
laere, Mrs. Cornelius Doremus, Mrs. 
M. D. Patterson, Miss Clarice Pat­
terson, W. E. Hauser, Commander L. 
M. Josephthal, E. E. Spangler, Miss 
Keeler, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Kirkman, 
Miss H. L. Keeler, Walter C. Mont­
gomery, C. S. Wadsworth, Fletcher 
Swain, Mrs. Franklin Farrell, J. N. 
Stout, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Saxe, 
Mrs. E. E. Hall, Miss G. Halil, Mrs. 
Warren S. SiUcocks, Miss Marjorie 
Sillcocks, Mrs. William Barclay, Miss 
Beatrice Barclay, Mrs. G. J. Guthrie 
Nicholson, Guthrie Nicholson, Jr., 
Miss Mary E. Nicholson, of New 
York; John FI. Paterson, Frederick
G. Barr, of Dayton, Ohio; Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Kuihn, Miss Jane Kuhn, 
Cincamiatti, Ohio; T. L. Pryor, Ho­
boken, J. O. Hammitt, C. F. Duane, 
Miss Annette, E. Buck, Mr. and Mrs. 
J. Nelson Manning, of Brooklyn, N. 
Y.; Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Ayer, Glen 
Cove, L. I.; Mrs. John A. Ripley, 
Oyster Bay; arrivals from Philadel­
phia and vicinity include: Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Butterwcrth and daugh­
ter, Dr. S. MacCuen Smith and wife, 
Miss Elizabeth, Lewis Smith, Mrs. 
John Rogers, Mrs. H. D. Rogers, 
,Mrs. Anna Staiber, Lewis Schanberg, 
Nathan H. Davis and family, Mrs. 
C. H. Howell and daughters, W. L. 
McLean, Robert McLean, Mr. and 
Mrs. Harlan Page, Mrs. Thomas 
Wistar, Alexander C. F'erguson, Mrs. 
Frank Clapp, Algernon B. Clapp, Dr. 
J. F. Schamberg, Dr. Louis Plummer 
Posey, of Philadelphia; Mrs. Elmer 
J. Post, Mrs. M. J. Herr, York, Pa.; 
Matlion Hutchinson, S. S. Payne,. 
Matlion Hutchinson, Jr., Devon, Pa.; 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Gay, East 
Orange, N. J.; Jos. N. Ewing, Bryn 
Mawr.
Lawrence Hayden had an interest­
ing fishing experience which is cor­
roborated by eye witnesses. While 
fishing at Lakewood recently a big 
bass which was pricked by the hook 
of a fisherman in a boat a few 
feet from Mr. Hayden’s boat, in try­
ing to escape, jumped directly into 
Mr. Hayden’s boat with the same 
result as expressed by the old 
adage ‘ ‘from the frying pan into the 
fire.”
S Y L V A N  L A K F ,
As good as it sounds, with camps of 
all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within 
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and 
trout. Excellent hunting. Guides 
furnished. Write for terms to 
P. G . H A Y D E N ,
R. F. D. 1, Abbot Village, Me,
P e o p le  L ik e  P ie
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A New Questions and 
of Interest
Answers Department 
to Shooters
8 . G . S ., Laceyville, Pa.
I have an old 12 gauge shotgun 
with tlm name Janssen Sons & Co. 
engraved on it. It is a hard shoot­
ing gun, having 30^  inch barrels 
which are too long to suit me. Would 
it spoil the shooting quality of the 
gun to cut the barrels down to 26 
inches?
Ans. It depends on the bore of 
your barrels. If they are full choke, 
cutting them down to 26 inches will 
certainly spcil their close shooting 
qualities. If they are cylinder bore, 
it will make no difference at all.
F. G., New York.
I have a Belgian .32 single shot 
rifle. Will you kindly tell me if 
there is any cartridge I could use 
more powerful than the ordinary car­
tridge?
No.
H. D. O. G., Corpus Chrjsti, Texas.
I have a 12 gauge hammerless shot 
gun, and I want a set of new bar­
rels ftr same. Could you make a 
eet 16 gauge to fit my stock? Could 
you make over the old ones or choke 
them? Would I have to send the ep 
tiro gun cr only the stock? How long 
wriP it take to make and fit them?
Ans. I hate to discourage you, but 
I would certainly suggest that you do 
not spend time and money trying ti 
h&Vje a new pair cf barrels fitted to 
the gun you mention. They are no 
longer made, and if a new pair of 
barrels were fitted by any other fac­
tory than the factory in which the 
barrels were originally made, it woul 
necessitate considerable hand fitting 
at very’ great expense, and you woul 
do much better to put the money 
into a new' gun.
G . C. Z., Glenbrcok, Conn.
1. Will you kindly publish the 
Maxim Silencer Law of the State of 
Connecticut in regard to using same 
on a rifle for target and hunting use
Ans. I do not seem to be able to 
locate any State Law regarding the 
use of the Maxim Silencer. Mr. Wil­
liam K. Mollaii, President State 
Board of Fisheries and Game, R ocm  
64 Capitol, Hartford, Conn., will be 
able to give you definite information 
on this point.
2. If there is such a law, is it 
merely a State or National Law?
Ans. If there is any law on the 
subject, it is a local cne. There is 
no national law affecting the use of 
Maxim Silencers.
A. G. K., sunny ?Tde, South Africa.
1. Is a single shot rifle less noisy 
than a repeater in unloading or re­
loading?
Ans. I do not exactly understand 
what difference noise can make in 
loading cr unloading. Using a re­
peating rifle—if the sportsman is at
curacy to be used for target practice, 
and still compact and light enough to 
be used as a pocket arm.
Ans. You are up against rather a 
hard proposition in trying to pick a 
firearm which will be suitable both 
for pocket use and for target shoot­
ing. Of the models you mention I 
would be rather in a quandary as to 
which, one to decide on. The Police 
Positive Special when loaded with a 
.38 Colts Special cartridge has lots 
of punch for its size. The .38 
Pocket Mcdel Automatic also is a 
very powerful weapon. 'I f  you in­
tend to do a great deal of target 
practice, the price of ammunition 
would of course figure in, and Auto­
matic pistol cartridges cost consider­
ably more than revolver ammunition. 
The Police Positive Special w’hen 
leaded with a cartridge above ment­
ioned has a pretty husky kick, and I
M A S Q U E R A D E  A T  T H E  P A V IL IO N
(Continued from  page three.)
for August.
Norway is occupied for the month
homa, Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. Pecking, 
East Orange, N. Y.; C. E. Stilphen, 
Miss Anne J. Stilphen, Miss J. E. 
Carter, chauffeur, Newark, N. J.; 
O. G. Worm an and wife, Phil ad ei-
of August by Mr. and Mrs. George ; S>Mu, Pa.; D. C. Price and wife,
all familiar with his weapon, he will 
operate the action to reload so 
quickly that what noise is made will do not think you would find that you
A GOOD HABIT
How to Establish it
As surely as “one good turn deserves 
other,” just as surely, one good habit 
rms another. Get your bowels iiito 
e good habit of acting every clay, and 
will do your whole body a good 
rn. Natural, daily movement of the 
wels the open secret of the health- 
bit. If irregular get this habit by 
ing “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. A 
medy that rids you of constipation 
d helps to establish regular bowel 
tion.
I have used “ L. F.”  Atwood’s Medicine for 
me time and find it an excellent remedy for 
iny sicknesses. 1 have had a bad stomach 
auble and often take a dose of "L- F -s» 
lich relieves me very quickly. My daughter 
troubled with sick headaches, but is much 
tter since she began taking your remedy, 
find it an excellent bowel regulator.
Mrs. N. P. Nason.
R. F.' D. No. 3, West Buxton, Me.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest 
ore, or write today for a free sample. 
FREE.—“ Ye Olde Songs,”  words and music 
sixtv popular songt sent free on receipt of 
outside yellow wrappers from the bottles, 
gether with your opinion of our Medicine.
-  F.” MEDICINE, CO., Portland, Me.
be practically unnoticed owing to 
the relatively much heavier jar and 
noise of the actual explosion, and 
game is therefor^ less liable to be 
frightened than in the single shot 
where the noise, although much less 
than with the repeater, is made at a 
sufficient interval after the firing of 
the shot, to be distinctly heard. The 
noise of unloading can hardly make 
any difference cne way or the other, 
as the sportsman would certainly not 
be unloading the rifle, i. e., taking 
the cartridges out of the magazine cr 
out of the chamber when there are 
any prospects of a shot at game.
2. For extreme accuracy, is the 
solid frame of the single shot rifle 
more accurate than the take down 
model of the same rifle?
Ans. ith reliable makes cf rifles 
there is no difference.
3. Do you consider the round 
nosed bullets of the .30 W. C. F. 
type, more accurate than the blunt 
nosed bullet of the 25-35 or .32 W. 
Special? I notice in all rifles where 
extreme accuracy is called for they 
use the round or pointed bullet.
Ans. Rcur:d nosed bullets are us­
ually more accurate than the blunt 
nose.
4. The .32 Short Colt smokeless is 
:.i * accurate up to 50 yds. when used 
by me in an old fashioned supple­
mental chamber through the .32 Spec
I hii repeater. Is it caused by the 
! rifling and wouldn't this jump cause 
! the lead bullet to strip?
Ans. To my way of thinking, a 
supplemental . chamber should be 
made so that the bullet enters the 
rifling as soon as k leaves the si;ell. 
At best the supplemental chambers 
do i»ot give any great accuracy as 
the twist of rifling in the rifle barrel 
is usually not right for a pistol car­
tridge.
5. Do you consider good accuracy 
wouxl be obtained by using the 
Marble -Broyton-Auxiliary Cartridge 
chamber? and if the .32 Colt Auto 
ammunition weed in the above cham­
ber through a single shot .32 calibre 
rifle, would it be accurate? If so, 
us to what range?
Ans. Reasonably good accuracy 
would be obtained up to about 50 
yds. The accuracy would of course 
be the same whether shot from a sin 
gle shot rifle or a repeater.
P. C. W „ Pittsburgh, Pa.
I a,ni thinking very seriously of 
buying a 12 gauge pump action shot­
gun. As you know, these guns are 
regularly equipped with 30 inch full 
choke barrels. Is this because' the 
30 inch barrel, full choke, is a. bet­
ter barrel for all around hunting than 
a 26 inch cr 28 inch modified choke? 
Which do you consider best for 
hunting rabbits, pheasants and wild 
turkey in the Pennsylvania moun­
tains?
Ans. Tho most popular barrel 
from point of sales of the various 
makers is the regular full choke 
barrel in either 28 or 30 inch, the 
length of barrel having nothing to do 
with the shooting qualities. It would 
seem to me for the kind of hunt­
ing you expect to do that a 30 inch 
full choke barrel would he about 
right as it is always possible to use 
scatter load shells if you are hunting 
in particularly dense cover where 
shots are at short range.
R. D. W., Des Moines, la.
Kindly give me your opinion. I 
have been trying to decide between 
the Police Positive, Police Positive 
Special, .380 Hammerless Automatic 
and .38 Pocket Model Automatic. I 
am a veterinarian and desire an arm 
that could be used to destroy a horse 
or other animal, with sufficient ac-
■vvould wish to use it for any very 
great number of shots for target 
work. I rather think that I should 
be inclined to pick the .3S0 Auto­
matic myself, but as stated above, 
if the cost of ammunition ’ is to be 
taken into consideration, the Police 
Positive Special would be my choice, 
as the shorter cartridges such as the 
.38 short Colt, and .38 long Colt may 
be used for target practice. What­
ever model you decide to buy, by all 
means pick one of .38 calibre.
A. D., Detroit, Mich.
I am contemplating buying a 30-30 
rifle. What sights would you ad­
vise for front and rear for deer and 
bear hunting? Would you consider 
this rifle as good as any on the 
market for this purpose—in fact for 
all bi,g game?
Ans. This rifle will give . entire 
satisfaction for deer and bear. Of 
course if you expect *o tackle griz­
zly bear or moose the .35 calibre 
would be better. I would recom­
mend a Lyman rear sight and a gold 
bead or ivory bead front sight. The 
other rifle you mention is no longer 
made.
T. P., Jr., Charlestown, Ark.
1. Does all of the powder in a 
.22 leng shell burn when the shell is 
fired?
Ans. This depends upon the 
length of the barrel. In a rifle bar­
rel of 16 or 18 inches or over all the 
powder is burned.
2. Dees a bullet being lodged in 
a gun and drilled out injure the 
gun?
Ans. N ot-if done properly by ex­
perienced workmen.
3. Does a ‘ ‘Gallery Special”  tar­
get rifle bored for .22 shorts only 
shoot truer than a rifle bored for 
shorts, longs and long rifles? The 
guns are of the same make-.
Ahs. .22 short cartridges give 
more accuracy in the Gallery Spec­
ial than they do in the Target 
grade, for instance, if it is chamber­
ed and rifled for the .22 long rifle 
cartridges. If you intend fco use .22 
shorts, get a rifte chambered fo> 
them by all means. This is not 
only a matter of accuracy, but if 
numbers of .22 shorts are used in a 
rifle chambered for ..22 long rifle 
cartridges, regardless of the make or 
rifle, gas-cutting and difficulty in 
feeding and extracting will event­
ually occur.
French cf Andover, Mass., and Miss 
Waddell of Lancaster, Pa.
The 15th annual fair of the Im­
provement Society was held Thurs­
day at the Congregational church. All 
kinds of fancy and useful articles 
v/ere on sale and from 5.30 to 8 in 
tne vestibule of the church. Supper 
was served to a large number. A- 
bout forty dollars was taken, which 
wdl go towards the purchase of a 
fire engine.
Edward Colburn, Carroll Drafer 
and Miss Blanche Drafer, all of 
Westwood, Mass., and Miss Emily 
Wall of Dedham, Mass., are guests 
of Miss Drafer’s aunt, Mrs. Mary 
Newman for a w'eek.
Mr, and Mrs. Arthur Ham and son 
of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., arrived in 
town Saturday night and they will 
spend the remainder of the season 
at Camp Recreation.
Mrs. Sarah S. Morgan, Miss Car­
rie Morgan and Miss Alice Sainsbury, 
all of New York are at Chinepee till 
September. Mis® Spence of New 
York, who has been with them for 
three weeks left Sunday.
Prof. H. L. Koopman and Mrs. 
Koopman with their daughter, .Aliss 
Mary Koopman of Providence, who 
who have at the Maples for a few 
days, left for home Monday, earlier 
than they had planned to meet 
their sen, Karl Koopman, who has 
arrived from Constantinople, where 
he has been teaching at Robert’s 
College the past year.
Chester Sturtevaut, who spent 
Sunday with his family at Camp 
Recreation sang a solo at the Con­
gregational church Sunday morning.
Leon G. Blunt of Springfield has 
joined his family for the month of 
August.
Frank Weymouth of Boston has 
joined Mrs. Weymouth at the Girls’ 
camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Cummings, Mr. 
and Mrs. John Burrows, Miss Grace 
Giant all of Portland and Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Eldsdon of Boston are 
at Mt. Blue Cottage on the west side 
for the mcntli cf August.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kimball of 
Newton Highlands are at the Stan­
ley camp for August.
At the Root cottage on the west
Philadelphia, Pa.
M IG R A T O R Y  B IR D  L A W  E N F O R C ­
ED.
(Continued from  page six ).
wishes of the majority of sportsmen 
sc far as it can be done and ,at 
the same time give wild fowl the 
necessary protection.
Federal regulations divide tho 
United States into two zones. Zone 
No. J, the breeding zone, includes 
the States of Oregon, Idaho, Color­
ado, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, 
and all States north of them. Zone 
No. 2, tlie, wintering zone, includes 
all States south of those named.
Tire regulations prescribe seasons 
as follows:
OPE.N S E A S O N S  F O R  M IG R A T O R Y  
B IR D S  IN  1915 U N D E R  F E D ­
E R A L  R E G U L A T IO N S
— Z O N E  NO. 1. <
Waterfowl, Sept. 1—Dec. 16. Ex­
ceptions: Massachusetts, Rhode Is­
land, Oct. 1—Jan. 1; New York, Con­
necticut, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Wash­
ington, Idaho, Oct. 1—Jan. 16; New 
Jersey, Nov. 1—Feb. 1; Minnesota, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wiscon­
sin, Sept. 7—Dec. 1. Rails, coots., 
gallinules, Sept. 1—Dec. 1. Excepti­
ons: Massachusetts, New Hamp­
shire, Rhode Island, Aug. 15—Dec. 1; 
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Da­
kota, Wisconsin, Sept. 7—Dec. 1; 
Oregon, Washington, Oct. 1—Jan. 16.
"Woodcock, Oct. 1—Dec. 1. Ex­
ceptions: Connecticut, Massachus­
etts, New Jersey, Oct. 10—Dec. 1; 
Rhode Island, Nov. 1—Dec. 1; Penn- 
sjlvania, Long Island, Oct. 15—Dec. 
1.
Shore birds, black-breasted and 
golden plover, jacksnipe, yellow legs, 
Sept. 1—Dec. 16. Exceptions: Maine, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Rhcde Island, Aug. 15—Dec. 1; New 
York, (except Long Island) Sept. 
16—Dec. 1;. Minnesota, North Dako­
ta, Scuth Dakota, Wisconsin, Sept. 
7—Dec. 1; Oregon, Washington, Oct. 
1—Dec. 16.
Insectivorous birds protected indef­
initely: Band-tailed pigeons, cranes,
side are Mr. and Mrs. Albret Root,j swans, curlew, smaller shore birds, 
Misses Lucy and Mary Root cf Ja- aD(I wood ducks protected until Sep-
Commonwealth Hotel 
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower hath?.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLU TELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
STORER F. GRAFTS Gen. Manager
majea Plains, Mass., Miss Margie Mc- 
Mann of Jamaica Plains, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Harry Greenlaw and son, 
Henry Albert Greenlaw for the mont 
of August.
Don Gates and his family of Dix- 
field have opened their camp on the 
west side.
Mr. and Mrs. William WTaite of 
Dixfield spent the week-end with 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Foster.
Charles R. Hasiarn of Providence 
arrived in town Saturday and will 
spend August at J. P. Maxwell’s.
The ball game scheduled for Sat­
urday between between North Jay 
and Weld was cancelled about noon 
by the North Jay team. Two teams 
from town assisted by men from the 
Campbell school played with a score 
of 16 to 6 in favor cf the regular 
team. Mr. Philbrick cf Providence 
umpired.
Sunday night at the Congregational 
church, Prof. H. L. Koopman, librar­
ian cf Brown University gave an in­
teresting and instructive talk on 
“ Our Silent Friends,” to a good 
audience. He spoke about the John 
Hay Memorial Library at Brown, and 
the Widener Memorial Library at 
Harvard and cf their being fitting 
and lasting memorial® for the ones 
in whose honor they were given. 
During his talk he suggested the pos­
sibility of obtaining a memorial li­
brary for We’d in the same way 
that other libraries* had been donat­
ed to colleges and towns. He was 
very enthusiastic about hi® subject 
and hoped that his dream that some 
son of Weld or some summer visit­
or might give a memorial to Weld 
in the form of a library might come 
true. Mrs. Sarah S. Morgan of 
New York sang the response to the 
prayer. Next Sunday evening Dr. 
Bronscn will give his second talk 
on his trip around the world.
Recent guests at the Maples are 
A. A. Taylor and wife, Lancaster, 
N. H.; Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ohalfant, 
Miss Ohalfant, I. S. Hance, Yonkers, 
N. Y.; H. Barca low, New York; W.
F. Lakin, Lewiston; J. H. Jones, 
South Paris; D. W. Marshall, Okla-
tember 1, 1918. Rails in Vermont 
and woodcock in Illinois also protect­
ed until 1918.
Shooting prohibited between sun­
set and sunrise; or at any time on 
sections of upper Mississippi and 
Missouri Rivers after January 1, 
1915. ,
O P E N  S E A S O N S  F O R  M IG R A T O R Y
B IR D S  IN  1915 U N D E R  F E D - 
B R A L  R E G U L A T IO N ’S —
Z O N E  NQ. 2.
Waterfowl, Oct. 1—Jan. 16. Ex­
ceptions: Delaware, Maryland, Dis­
trict of Columbia, Virginia, North 
Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Louis­
iana, Nov. 1—Feb. 1; Florida, Geor­
gia, South Carolina, Nov. 20—Feb. 
16; Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, 
Sept. 15—*LFeb. 1; Arizona, California, 
Texas, Oct. 15—Feb. 1.
Rails, coots, gallinules, Sept. 1— 
Dec. 1. Exceptions: Tennessee,
Utah, Oct. 1—Dec. 1; Missouri, Sept. 
15—Jan. 1; Louisiana, Nov. 1—Feb. 
1; Arizona, California (coots) Oct. 
15—Feb. 1.
Woodcock, Nov. 1—Jan. 1. Excep­
tions: Delaware, Louisiana, Nov. 15
—Jan. 1; Georgia, Dec. 1—Jan. 1.
Shore birds, black-breasted and 
golden plover, jacksinipe, yellowlegs, 
Sept. 1—Dec. 16. Exceptions: Flor­
ida, Georgia, South Carolina, Nov. 20 
—Feb. 1; Alabama, Louisiana, Missis­
sippi, Texas, Nov. 1—Feb. 1; Tennes­
see, Oct. 1—Dec. 16; Arizona, Cali­
fornia, Oct. 15—Feb. 1; Utah (snipe) 
Oct. 1—Dec. 16; Utah, (plover and 
yellowlegs) Sept. 1, 1918.
Insectivorous birds protected indef­
initely. Band-tailed pigeons, cranes, 
swans, curlew, and smaller shore 
birds protected until September 1, 
1918; -weed ducks in Kansas and 
West Virginia, rails and wood ducks 
in California, and woodcock in Mis­
souri are also protected until Sep­
tember 1, 1918.
Shooting prohibited betwreen sunset 
and sunrise; or at any time on the 
Mississippi River between Minneapo­
lis and Memphis after January 1, 
1915.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake 
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the 
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly 
fishing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and have all modern conven­
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Write for booklet. H. P. McKENNEY. Proprietor. Jackman. Maine
YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT
J o h n  © a r v i l l e ’ s  © a m p s
at S pring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
punest o f spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in. the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buokbe&rd reads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
KANGRLE1 TAVERN 8  LAKE VIEW HOUSE 
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modem. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View HdnSe 
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeiey, Maine.
RANGELEY l a k e s
Gamp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker, Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
hailing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor 
A famous resort far anglers and hun­
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, 
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 
Maine.
W E S T  ‘ E N D  
H O T E L
H.  M.  CASTNER, Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl­
in g  ua to serve only fresh vegetables, 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New 
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, 
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baili­
ng and mountain climbing. Separate camQS fisrf 
all parties, with special accommodations foiSkm- 
lies. Sizteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing, 
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit ATTEAN  
CAMPS, may come to Holden’s Garage, one 
mile from camp, where m otor boat will meet 
parties. Map and booklet of my territory on 
request.
RUEL E. HOLDEN. Jackman. Maine
W ar or no war 
Pierce Pond Camps »
will be open on time for large trout and salmon 
fishing. Best of reference! furnished. Send 
for circular. C. A. Spaulding. Caratunk. Me.
Go to
BLAINE VILES’
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
Dead River, - - Maine
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom­
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. Write for free 
booklet. DION O. BLACKW ELL. Proprietor, 
Round Mountain. Maine
D EAD  RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
•ection Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
PACKARD’S GA£\PS
Rangeley Lakes 
Rangeley, - M aine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. 
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part­
ridge and duck hunting.
Mingo Springs Hotel and Gamps
The ideal place to spend your vaca­
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor­
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec­
tion. Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VERY BEST HUNTING GROUNDS
at
SPBCTACLE LAKE CAMPS
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated 
elsewhere. Send for circulars and 
references.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop., 
EUSTIS. - - MAINE
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeteys. Beat fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
IN THE RANGELEY REGION
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and one- 
half miles from the railroad and three-fourths 
mile from  good auto road. Trout fishing, both 
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $15 00* per week; 
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For 
particulars address
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
, Dallas. Maine.
CAMP PHOENIX
In the very heart o f Maine’ s Best Fish and 
Game Region. If you like to fish, the name 
SOURDNAHUNK stands for all that is best in 
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very 
center of the famous SOURDNAHUNK region.
Lively fighting trout at camp door. Write for 
particulars. CHAS. A. DAISEY, Propr., Nor- 
cross, Me.
b il l F s o u l e ^  n e w  g a m p s
ON MILLMAGASSETT LAKE
Trout Fishing That Is Fishing. Post office 
address Ox Bow, Me.
Finest o f Salmon. Trout and Togue Fishing in 
Maine at
TUNK POND,
one mile from railroad. An ideal family summer 
resort. Telephone, daily mail. For full particu­
lars address,
MRS. SIMON BUNKER.
East Sullivan. Me. Tunk R. F. D.
RED OAKS LODGE
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE
Under the management of Camp 
i Abena. Good fishing, boating 
and bathing. An ideal place 
for a restful vacation.
A . E. LAMBERT,
Belgrade Lakes, - Maine
THE ANTLERS GAMPS
In the famous Jo Mary country offers a first- 
class chance to go for Fishing. Hunting or Ju*t 
a Rest. It is an easy place to get to and has 
First-Class accommodations. W e make a special 
rate to summer boarders. Write for particulars.
LEON E. POTTER, 
NORCROSS. - MAINE \
FOR SALE
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
just across the cove from the 
Mountain View House at the 
outlet of Rangeley lake. For 
particulars, address
F. G. FOWLER,
OQUOSSOC, - .  MAINE
MADRID
August 10.
Rev. M. S, Hutch-in’s sermon Sun­
day, August 1st., from Isiaili, ‘ ‘Put 
away the evil of your doings from 
before mine eyes, cease to do evil, 
learn to do well, and come let us 
reason together,” was listened to 
with a great deal of interest. He 
especially emphasized the meaning 
and reasonableness of religion, and 
the necessity of living on a broader 
plane, saying that Christians should 
not narrow their views, but build a 
wider base for their religion; for the 
true basis of religion includes all of 
life.
Willard E. Littlefield, who return­
ed from Florida some three weeks 
since brought with him the skin of 
an alligator that he shot on his
farm in Paisley. The animal when 
alive measured about nine feet in
length.
Elmon Berry went to Dallas last 
week, where he will be employed as 
scaler and time-keeper for Orris 
Vose.
Schools in Madrid will begin Mon­
day, August 30.
Mrs. Melessa Morrell returned from 
Kingfieid last Tuesday, where she 
has been the last month visiting her 
son and grandsons, one of whom, 
Harlan Morrell accompanied her 
home.
Miss Leathers, the pastor of Reed's 
Mills church will preach at Madrid 
village next Sunday, August 15, at 3 
p. m.
Sandy River Grange meets again 
next Saturday and it is hoped that 
every member will be present.
LESS WASTE WITH ROUGHAGE
W hen  G iven to Sheep on Ground it is
Tram pled Upon— R ack s  Have
Proved Entirely Satisfactory.
(By E. L. SHAW.)
It is hardly necessary to say that 
there is less waste when roughage is 
fed to sheep in racks rather than 
upon the ground. When fed in the lat­
ter way much of it is trampled upon 
and soiled and then the sheep refuse 
to eat it.
There are several types of feed 
racks that are quite satisfactory. A 
combination rack for feeding both 
roughage and grain is convenient, es­
pecially where the amount of space is 
limited. Some racks are boarded up 
solidly, with openings through which 
the sheep eat; others are slatted ^hori­
zontally, this type being largely used 
in the west.
Racks with vertical slats are also 
used; these slats should not be too 
wide apart with suckling ewes or the 
lambs will get in upon the feed and 
soil it. Having the upper part of the 
rack boarded solid is desirable, as it 
prevents chaff from falling Into the 
fleece.
MANGER FOR GREEDY HORSES
Box Arranged Through Partition W ith  
N arrow  Opening at Bottom  Com ­
pels Anim al to Eat Slowly.
A box to Induce a greedy horse to 
eat slowly is arranged through the 
partition with just a narrow opening 
at the bottom. You put the grain in
Feed Box fo r Greedy Horse.
the box on the outside of the partition 
and the horse gets it slowly. R saves 
grain and the horse takes more time 
to grind it.
Concrete Gasometer W ork.
Re-enforced concrete is now com­
ing into successful use in the con­
struction of gasometer basins. A re­
cent example of the Hennebique con­
crete system is noted in a circular 
basin of this kind which was recently 
built at St. Sebastian, Spain, and it 
is the first example to be found in 
that country. Diameter Is about 80 
feet, and height of basin 26 feet. 
Around the basin are enlargements 
in the shape of nine buttresses in 
order to add to the strength of the 
construction, and each buttress serves 
as the base for one of the structural 
iron beams which go to make up the 
gasometer framework and support the 
gas-holder.
Short Career of Big Gun.
In a lecture on modern artillery at 
the Royal institution recently, Lieu­
tenant Colonel Hadcock of Elswick 
contrasted the life of big guns with 
that of a butterfly.*
In the case of the latter, he sup­
posed that 24 hours would be an old 
age. The big gun, on the other hand, 
looked everlasting, but it only lived 
when it was being fired, and if an in­
cessant stream of projectiles could be 
poured out from it, its active life in 
that sense would be only twelve sec­
onds.
Standard and T ro y  Pound.
The standard pound has 7,000 grains 
and is used for everything but 
gold, silver, platinum and jewels, ex­
cepting diamonds and pearls. The troy 
pound has 5,760 grains and is used for 
those exceptions stated above, and at 
the mint in exchange of the precious 
metals. The grain in troy and avoir­
dupois weights is the same, and is in 
use in England, France, the United 
States, and most other countries.
CEREMONY AT 
ST. LUKES CHAPEL
High School Opens Sept. 7— Other 
Rangeley News.
(Spec ia l Correspondence.)
Raugeiey, August 11.—Dr. A. M. 
Ross is driving a new Oldsniobile a- 
bout tcwn, but still used his Ford 
runabout far professional calls.
Higlr school opens September 7, 
for the fall term. The grade schools 
and district schools will open Sep­
tember 13. The only changes in the 
teaching force are as follows: Miss 
Ida F.. Kimball of Bath, Bates 1915, 
succeeds Miss Jones in the High 
school; Miss- Eva Farwell will have 
the school at Oquassoc.
Mrs. E. P. McCard was in Phillips 
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Albert Carlton and son, Don­
ald were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ida D. Hoar recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. McCard 
were at Keimebago Tuesday night, 
Mr. McCard being called on busin­
ess.
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby was quite 
ill tli.e latter part of the week, hut 
is now attending to her regular 
duties.
Mrs. G. A. Proctor and son, Cory- 
don, who have been spending a few 
weeks at their summer home, re­
turned home with Mr. Proctor the 
latter part of the week.
Mr. William Lamb is the guest of 
his daughter, Mrs. Harry Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Getche 11 and 
family have moved to the Tot man 
farm, recently purchased of Rftfus 
Dyer.
Mrs. Agnes Morrison is at Stratton, 
where she has employment.
Mrs. Elmer Blackwell was at Dr. 
Colby’s recently for a slight tonsil 
operation.
The organization of the Oquossoc 
Light & Power Company was com­
pleted at the meeting a week ago 
Saturday. The following directors 
were chosen: F. B. Colby, E. I.
Herrick, C. C. Murphy, W. D. Quim- 
by, J. A. Russell. The other of­
ficers are as follows: Pres., F. B. 
Colby; Vice Pres., M: D. Tibbetts; 
Treas., W. D. Quinuby; Clerk, H. C. 
Riddle. Competent engineers are 
making plains and estimates and as 
soon as this work' is completed the 
stock will be open for subscription.
Miss Beatrice Colby was presented 
with a fine Baby Grand piano by 
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Judge 
of Somerville.
Mrs. W. F. Oakes and daughter, 
Elizabeth have returned home from 
a visit in Phillips.
Mdss Ormenta Corey lias finished 
work for F. L. Marchettl. Miss Lulu 
Oakes is now employed there.
Miss Marjorie Oakes is visiting a 
school friend at Buckfield, Me.
Rev. E. H. Prescott supplied the 
pulpit at the Rangeley F. B. church 
Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Marshall, Mrs. 
M arv Marshall and Mrs. Emery Haley 
enjoyed an auto trip to Rockland 
the latter part of the week.
Rev. H. A. Childs and son, Har­
wood, Rev. E. H. Prescott, O. R. 
Rowe and P. L. Tracy enjoyed a 
fishing trip at Camp-among clouds 
The latter part of last week a party 
including J. A. Russell and daughters, 
Emma and Isabel!, Mr. and Mrs. Tit- 
comb and two children, Miss Flora 
Titcomb <and Dr. Harold Pratt spent 
a few days at camp.
Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Hoar were at 
Kennebago Tuesday might.
DeBerna Ross and mother are 
guests of Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross.
Mrs. A1 Drew and daughter are 
guests of Mrs. Drew's mother, Mrs. 
Etta Dili for a few weeks.
Mrs. Harry Dennison of Colebrook, 
N. H., is visiting friends in town.
Mrs. Rolla Toothaker and children 
have returned home after visiting rel­
atives in town. Mrs. Axel Tibbetts 
accompanied (her home.
Mis© Sadie Pickens has been oblig­
ed to give up her position at Grant’s 
because of ill health.
Mrs. E. B. Herrick was at home 
over Sunday en route for South Po­
land.
Miss Murien Grover of Phillips is 
the guest of her cousin, Miss Cassie 
Nile.
W. A. Garrigues and family of -New 
Jersey are expected this week to oc­
cupy their new camps recently built 
on the lake shore by A. M. Hoar. 
Mrs. A. H. Sprague has been engaged
to assist at the camps. Mr. Garri- 
gues (has for .many seasons been a 
guest at Mt. View and it is (hoped 
that he may enjoy added pleasure 
by his own hearthstone.
Senator Herrick has returned from 
a Boston hospital much improved in 
•health, following an operation, and 
is now able to be about and to at­
tend to his regular duties.
Work is now being pushed rapidly 
cn the new houses being built for 
John B. Madden and Ernest Robbins.
Till© Ross house on Main street is 
being repaired and. will be occupied 
by Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Douk.
The Monday night dances still 
prove very popular, music feeing fur­
nished by Mr. Chase, Joe Stewart 
and Mrs. C. B. Harris.
Friday afternoon at St. Luke’s 
chapel a large number were present 
to witness at the ceremony attending 
the blessing of the stations cf the 
cross recently presented by Mr. and 
Mrs. F. X. Johnston of Boston. Rev. 
Fr. T. J McLaughlin gave an ex­
ceedingly interesting talk explaining 
the way of the cross. Charles Cotter, 
little son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. 
Cotter of Lynn, who presented the 
beautiful altar in memory of the 
family acted as altar boy. JteAr. Fr. 
A. J. Barry of Rum ford, who is a 
fine musician presided at the organ 
and was ably assisted by two gifted 
singers, Miss McCormack, cousin of 
John McCormack, the famous singer, 
and Miss May Rogers of Boston. The 
altar was beautifully decorated and 
among the many valued gifts which 
adorn the chape! was noticed a dain­
ty bit of needlework which edged 
the altar cloth. This, exquisite lace 
of the grape and cross pattern was 
made by the nuns of Belgium and 
was given by a friend. Many guests 
from New York, Philadelphia and 
Boston were present and will long 
remember the delightful occasion. 
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin, pastor of 
St. Joseph’s church of Farmington 
has charge of this mission.
One Sunday evening recently a 
party motored over from ‘ ‘Ethelwild’’ 
the summer home of Major and Mrs. 
Duncan B. Harrison to attend the 
christening of the four-months-old 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Wil­
bur, caretakers of the Harrison 
camps, which took place at St. 
Luke's chapel on I^ake street. The 
ceeremony was very interesting and 
was witnessed by the following mem­
bers of the party: Major and Mrs.
Duncan B. Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. 
Hugh MacKenzie, Mrs. Ew. Norton, 
Mr. and Mrs. Bonaventure, Miss Dan- 
al.er, Mrs. Lcuis J. Allen. Miss Daisy 
Levy of New York. Miss Danaher 
of New York and Angus Lapointe 
of Rangeley were the God Parents 
for the little miss who was christen­
ed Ethel Harrison Wilbur. Rev. Fr. 
McLaughlin cf St. Joseph’s church, 
Farmington, officiated and the pretty 
ceremony will long be remembered by 
those present.
B IR T H S .
Stratton, August 4, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Gug Sedgeley, a daughter.
North Anson, August 1, \o Mr. 
and. Mrs. Gould A. Porter, a son.
Farmington, August 2, to Mr. and 
Mrs. John K. Richards, a daughter.
Farmington, August 2, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Wilkins, a daughter.
Farmington, August 9, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank W. Sprague, a daughter.
M A R R IA G E S
North Auburn, August 4, by Rev. 
Charles S. Cummings, Currier Car- 
leton Holman, esq., of Farmington, 
and Miss Rosa Cyrena Skillings of 
North Auburn.
D E A T H S .
New Vineyard, August 5, Cyrus S. 
Rice, aged 83 years, 1 month, 22 
days.
New Vineyard, August 3, infant 
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. William 
Partin.
Tacoma, Wash., July 28, Robert 
Kennedy, formerly of Avon, aged 59 
years, 8 months.
Canton, July 25, James Elliott York 
a native of Axon, aged 84 years, 6 
months, 22 days.
Know ledge  Gained by Experience.
During the last school year a teach­
er in the Indianapolis schools asked 
her pupils to tell her which was the 
inost important, to keep the face or 
the teeth clean, and why. One of her 
small boys replied without a moment’s 
hesitation: “ Your teeth, 'cause they'll 
rot off, and your face won’t.”
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CAMP MEETING
OPENS FRIDAY
Able List of Speakers Scheduled— 
Othe( Strong News.
(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, August 10.—A dance was 
held in Luce's halj Friday evening. 
Excellent music was fu’rni&hed by 
the Peerless orchestra of Kingfield.
Clyde Durrell has moved his fam­
ily from the upstairs rent in George 
Crosby’s house to the upstairs rent 
iu John Norton’s house, recently 
vacated by Roy Lewis and family.
Miss Myrtie Push.ee lias recently 
been a victim, of tonsillitis. She is, 
however, much improved at / this 
time.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Drackley of 
Norridgewock were in town several 
days the first of the week, the guests 
of his sister, Mrs. E. A. Kilkenny 
and other relatives. From here 
they went to Tuft’s Pond to spend 
a week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Robbins and 
daughters, Evalyn and Crystel return­
ed Sunday fncan a two weeks’ visit 
with relatives in Industry.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Luce have 
gone to Stratton to spend a few 
weeks with relatives and friends.
Alma, little daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Richards has been quite 
ill the past week, suffering from 
tonsiJitis.
Miss Florence C. Luce returned Sat. 
urilay night from Ambry, Minn., 
where she has spent the past two 
months with her aunt, Mrs. John Mc­
Lean. She also visited friends in 
Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor, daugh­
ter, Thelma and Leon Lock of Jay 
ard Miss Mildred Keen of Goulds- 
boro, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred W. Look recently.
Miss Florence Toothaker of Pliil- 
•lips has visited Mrs. Edgar McPhail 
a few days recently.
Fred -Hardy and mother, Mrs. Hi­
ram Hardy and friend, Miss Susie
The Hot Weather Test makes 
people better acquainted witU their 
resources of strength and endurance. 
Many find they need Hood’s Sarsa­
parilla which invigorates the blood, 
promotes refreshing sleep and over­
comes that tired feeling.
Allen, who have spent the past two 
! weeks at Sam. Gilman's, returned to 
i their home at Fall River, Mass., 
j Monday noon.
Charles Brown of Kingfield is visit­
ing his daughter, Mrs. Charles Rich- 
! urda.
Mrs. Harry Smith, of Farmington 
called on friends in town Monday.
Frank Simpson, who is working 
for U. G. Weymouth in Freeman, 
spent Sunday with, friends in town.
Banfield Huff has returned from 
Portland, where lie was taken to the 
Maine General hospital and under­
went a surgical operation. He is, 
j however, much improved since his 
return.
Mrs. Frank Oreutt and daughter, 
Zelrna of New Vineyard were recent 
guests of their sister and aunt, Mrs. 
H. N. Luce.
Miss Gladys Haynes of Farmington 
v, as a week-end guest of relatives 
| and friends.
A most interesting game was play­
ed here Saturday afternoon between 
| Strong and Farmington, which re­
sulted in a victory for Strong with 
a score of 5 to 2.
The farmers are nearly discourag­
ed in trying to get their hay cut. 
Much hay is said to be spoiling in 
the barns and the heavy, stout clov- 
I er hay is said to he rotting in the 
j fields.
A Strong Cornet Band has been 
j organized and a rehearsal is he’d 
each Tuesday evening in Bates hall.
■ The following are officers and mem- 
| hers: President, Lee Peary, cornet; 
Vice President, Frances Consnt, 
“ sRle trombone; Treasurer, George 
Burns, cornet; Secretary, L. R. Lew- 
I  is, baritone; Manley Whiting, bass; 
Sam Johnson, tenor; Harold Welch, 
tenor drum; Harry Chandler, clar­
inet; Clarence Crosby, alto; Wil­
liam Crandall, bass drum; Carroll 
Drackley, cornet; Bernard Toothak­
er, cornet; Ralph Whitney, slide 
trombone; Will Peary, cornet; Chas. 
Pease, cornet; Frank L. Dyer, clar­
inet.
Mrs. Emma Hodgman of Phillips 
was in town recently, the guest cf 
friends.
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Clifford, sons 
Donald and Dr. Gerald Clifford have 
returned to their homes in Portland 
land Boulton after passing a week 
j with their daughter and sister, Mrs. 
Menzor A. Will.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen, Mr. 
and Mrs. Freemont Allen and son, 
I Harry took an automobile trip to
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Our Store Is Always Cool
Nothing like a good dish of Ice 
Cream or a Cool Drink and a good 
cool place in which to rest while 
you are enjoying it. We have the 
place and the Ice Cream. Simmons 
& Hammonds Ice Cream always 
on hand.
Fresh Shipment
of 40c Chocolates this week, for 
your Box o f  Saturday Candy. 29c 
on Saturdays and Sundays at the 
Store Where Your Trade Will Be 
Appreciated.
SUNDAY HOURS: 9 A. M. to 1 P . M. 5 P. M. to 7.30 P. M.
YOU ARE SAFE W HEN YOU TRADE AT PARKER’S.
FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. I BEAL BLOCK PHILLIPS, ME.
The JteveaM  Store
Waterville Sunday.
Harry Bell cf Phillips was a re­
cent caller in town.
Lionel Allen and son, Stanley went 
to Portland Sunday, where they will 
visit relatives and from there they 
will go to Rangeley t,o visit his 
sister, Mrs. Murchard Tainter.
Harry Hunter lias recently purchas­
ed a new Metz automobile.
The friends of Mips Nellie McLeary 
are sorry to know she has been ill 
the past few weeks, but is some­
what better at this writing.
Mrs. Hammond Richardson has 
gene, to Barberton, Ohio, to visit 
her sister, Mrs. Calvin Farrer for a 
few weeks.
The Strong baseball team is go­
ing to Weld Saturday to play ball.
Rev. John Dunstan preached an 
able sermon Sunday morning, after 
which the ladies’ quartet sang a 
very beautiful selection.
Strong campmeeting opens Friday 
evening at 7.30. Mr. Willard and 
hie helpers were cn the ground Mon­
day cleaning and fixing up. Mr. 
Richardscm was seeing to the road 
belonging to the to win, and Mr. J. 
Norton to the rood leading to the 
ground. The Ladies’ Aid had a 
session at the bearding house on 
Tuesday to prepare for the physical 
comforts of visitors. We shall all 
want to get acquainted with Evange­
list Reuben Smith and District Sup­
erintendent Holt. Friday evening 
will give us that opportunity. Mr. 
Holt will also he with us at 10.30 a. 
m. Saturday. The 9 a. m. service 
will be taken by Mr. Smith. To our 
list of speakers should be added 
Mrs. E. E. Harrison, who has charge 
of the Methodist' church at Industry. 
She will be with us on Thursday 
afternoon and Friday morning. The 
Evangelist. has an excellent reputa­
tion and we are confident will be a 
great force. The “ Friends”
East Vas^alboro Avrites: ‘As a
preacher and an evangelist, lie was 
jwell liked and gave general satisfac-
MOOSE SEEN
AT THE BOW
“A slothful man wasteth not that 
which he took in hunting; but 
the substance of a diligent man 
is precious.”—Prov. 12-17.
Oxbow, July 26.—Now, woodchuck 
may not be a game animal, but in 
the absence of anything better it 
fills the hill, and a hungry stomach 
as well. We know, for Billy has 
just shot a woodchuck, dressed (or 
undressed) it, as you like, put it in 
the pot and boiled it, adding several 
esculent vegetables, producing a re­
past not to be despised. He also 
brought .in six large brook trout, tak­
en on the way out from his Otter 
brook camp, where he and Bill At­
kins had been staying, getting it 
ready for Jce Peirce’s hunting party 
next fall, now so near. “Tempns 
fugit,” how “ Old Time’’ does fly! 
The earth revolves on its axis, from 
west to east, at the rate of 1,000 
miles an hour. It behooves every­
one, therefore, who intends to take 
a day or two off, to put their house 
in order, forthwith; pack their grip 
and start. ‘ ‘The night cometh when 
no man can work;” the end of the 
vacation season will bo upon them; 
all special trains and special rates 
will have been canceled; and the 
door of opportunity closed.
A piece of fine road wrork has just 
been finished, on the way to the 
Flats, near our home camp. a  
stretch of about 300 feet has been 
put in apple order, a had, muddy 
hollow filled, the road-bed widened, 
and a substantial culvert of galvaniz­
ed sheet iron and cement, big enough 
to carry a flood of water put in 
place. The state paid $200 and the 
( f ! plantation $100 of the cost. Just 
1 opposite this spot, the local Grange 
have broken ground for a fine large 
building. It will be of wood, three
S E V E R E  RHEUMATIC
PAINS DISAPPEAR'
Rheumatism depends on an acid 
in the blood, which affects the 
muscles and joints, producing in­
flammation, stiffness and pain. This 
acid gets into the blood through! 
some defect in the digestive process.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time 
blood tonic, is very successful in the 
treatment of rheumatism. It acts 
directly, with purifying effect, on 
the blood, and improves the diges­
tion. Don’t suffer. Get Hood’s today.
turn. His ministry was full of life ' 3tories’ Vm t<yld> and wil1 contain a 
ard energy, intelligent, and adapted !&euera* SL°r - on the first iloor, a
nn hK/i h n 11 /vto modern requirements, 
quaintance with Mr. Son it1: 
delightful in every v\av
Cur ac_ j public hall on the second 
has been !
and
nd the
‘Friends” would gladly recommend i ^‘e*r teams, have been busy for
him. to any church.” Mr. Smith 
will preach on Sunday morning and 
evening and be at all services. We 
have an opporti nity that we can’t 
afford to miss. Come one! 
all! Ccme often!
Professor Frank Wolds (formerly 
necessary to produce marked clang- 
of U. S. weather bureau) says: “ Tha 
extended atmospheric changes are 
‘os si im;q ji ,,-jeq,iEe.u aqi nf so 
the storm of Monday should be the 
introducer of a period cf fine set­
tled weather, and the farmers will 
have a chance to harvest theiir hay 
and in some cases a second crop.
Mrs. Hattie Johnson and son, 
Harry have gene to Madrid, where 
Mrs. Johnson has gene to work for 
her brother, Calvin Grey.
There will be no services at West 
Freeman for the next three Sundays. 
The \v oral-per si will have a chance 
to attend campmeeting at Strong 
and Salem. Services will recom­
mence on September 5th.
Mike Mausom of Farmington is 
spending a few weeks in town.
Vincent Pottle of Farmington was 
in town Tuesday on business.
Arrangements are being made for a 
Sunday school convention at Strong 
on September 21st.
Frank Luce has given up his rent 
in-Verne Richardson’s house and is 
boarding with Mrs. Della Kershner.
Mr. and Mrs. Merman Luce are in 
Phillips for a few weeks.
Othio and Clyde Record of Lewis­
ton are spending a few weeks with 
relatives.
Miss Frankie Will of Brunswick is 
in town the guest of her brother, 
James F. Will and family.
Miss Mildred Brackley recently 
visited Mrs. Carroll Brackley at West 
Freeman.
Miss Leola Wonthliey and friend, 
Miss Ada McNeal of Arlington, 
Mass., are spending a few weeks 
with Miss Wortihley’s parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lincoln Wortlrley.
Mis® Charlotte Burns, who has 
worked the past few weeks in Far­
mington, spent Sunday'with her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burns.
Miss Lorania Bubier of Wilton is 
visiting relatives in town.
all
needed rooms for Grange work on 
the top floor. Several men with
a
week hauling lumber from Mel Mur- 
j pliy’s mill. The carpenter work will 
b .* contributed by local members, 
j who not only are good farmers* good 
Come i guides and good chauffeurs!?) but 
j g6od builders, besides. It is hoped 
that the hall will be ready for oc­
cupancy before snow flies. The
Grange has long needed a suitable 
meeting place, such as contemplated, 
in which the public can meet social­
ly, and their family needs supplied 
by a Grange general store. In short, 
it will be a fine civic center.
Hay making is now in full swing,
camp near Billy’s at the Bow.
Dr. and Mrs. H. T. Baldwin and 
their two sons will be here soon for 
a three week’s trip up river to Billy’s 
log cabins at Lake Millmagassett. 
Mrs. Billy expects to go up with 
them. This will be their second
trip to the lake. They were great­
ly pleased with their first visit. 
Well, “ cne good turn deserves anoth­
er,” and with ordinarily good weath­
er they will not be disappointed on 
this second sojourn.
Stream fishing has been very good 
hereabouts, especially up t^ he Umcol- 
eus. Large strings have been
brought out, ‘also from Hayden and 
Otter brooks. Your scribe has been 
at his accustomed post by the deep 
lice, never tiring, though suckers 
and chubs have been his only re­
ward for the last two weeks.
Opening* the stomach of a trout, 
the other day, which was of abnor­
mal size and shape, we found, snug­
ly stowed away, one-eyed fisih hook. 
Frank Currier says the hook is 
“bisn,” as he lost one the day be­
fore at the very spot where we 
hooked this fish. However, we kept 
the hook and shall use it on a 
stronger line than he did.
Our local game warden, Mel Mur­
phy, has just returned from a re­
markably good trip to Mooseliead. He 
took part in the sportsmen’s conven­
tion and was awarded one or two 
prizes for good shooting. On the way 
back home lie had company as far 
as Spider Lake. From there he 
came in alone. He reports having 
seen forty-two (42) deer en route, 
and that in his opinion the whole 
region around the West Branch of 
the Penobscot is first class'for wild 
game.
Several moose have been seen in, 
and not far from the Bow lately. 
They came up quite near the houses 
and appear to he not at all wild. 
Foxes bother the life out of our hens, 
ard one day a large hawk pounced 
down upon a full-grown hen, not 
over thirty feet from the camp while 
we were at dinner. We 'promptly 
delivered the hen, hut the hawk got 
away. That hen lays for us—we’ll 
lay for the hawTk. Our feathered 
friends tli-e quail, have not been
though about two weeks late in start- ]iear(j for three weeks. Possibly they 
ing. Farmers say that haying and 
harvest will over-lap each other this 
year. Potatoes never looked more
S U S E C R IB E  N O W  F O R  M A IN E  
W O O D S  A N D  R E A D  A L L  
T H E  L O C A L  N E W S .
promising for a bumper crop in this 
end of the country.
Alex Boulye of Ashland met with 
a very painful accident a few days 
ago by a fall from his motorcycle. 
One of his ankles was badly sprain­
ed, and one or two bones were brok­
en, needing a doctor’s care. His 
family reside at the Bow. He is a 
brother of Belle Boulye, one of cur 
reigning belles.
Mrs. Walter D. Hinds, Annie 
Wagg, Buster Hinds, and Master Jac 
Fogg, Frank Lynch chauffeur came 
to the Bow by motor car from Port­
land, arriving Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. They expect to make quite 
a long stay in their comfortable
Your Brain M ust Have Pure Blood.
No more important physiological 
discovery, has ever been made 'than 
that the brain requires a due supply 
of pure blood. It is estimated that 
this organ receives as much as one- 
tenth of all the blood that is sent 
from the heart—a great deal more 
than any ether organ of the body. 
If the vitality of the blood is im­
paired, the blood then affords the 
brain an imperfect stimulus and 
there is mental and physical lan­
guor, sluggishness or inactivity.
Pure blood is blood that is free 
from humors, it is healthy blood, and 
the term pure blood as it is general­
ly used means bleed that is not 
only right in quality but also in 
quantity. Hood's Sarsaparilla makes 
pure, rich, red blood. This is one 
of the great truths about this, great 
medicine.
are busy with their annual family 
duties. -j
Miss May Bearce of Ashland has 
taken the place of Miss Delia Cusln 
ing as postoffice assistant at the 
Bow. The health of Mrs. Willie 
Currier, postmistress, though much 
improved, is not firm enough for 
continuous attention to her official 
duties at present.
Miss Bessie Waitt of Squa pan and 
Miss Marcia Booth by ■ of Newfield, 
have come to the Bow as helpers at 
Will Libby’s home camp and later 
up river.
Inquiries for terms and accommoda­
tions are coming iu by mail, and 
doubtless the Bow and surrounding 
country will soon assume its usual 
summer vacation aspect. Many 
sportsmen are due to arrive this 
week. .
„ Umcolcus stream is now down to 
good fishing level. Your scribe went 
out there to try a bran new Hornung 
spinner which came by mail all the 
way from Los Angeles, Calif. It 
seemed to him all tco small to catch 
anything but minnies, but it did the 
trick at the very first cast. It land­
ed six chubs and one large sucker 
in short order. The makers say that 
it will hjold and has caught 10-pound 
trout in the far west. For pickerel 
their brass spinner can’t be beaten.
The secretary of the Maine Home 
Missionary Society visited the Bow 
last Sunday on his annual visitation 
t  ^ the churches of northern Maine.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartshorne.
M ay The ir Shadows Grow Less.
There is a notable and welcome de­
crease in the number of those who 
feel qualified to state just how every­
thing ought to be done
Tf
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HEARD OVER THE FARMERS’ PHONE
B Y  LO N G  D IS T A N C E .
If The re 's  A n y  T ru th  Here it’s a M istake.
Hello hello Edith is that you?-----there, I’ve been ringing tins eld
phone over an hour trying to get you, guess I’ve got everyone else
on the line, what-----down to the village, .no, I guess not to-da\, it s
too rainy___did you ever see such weather?----- Don’t seem’s so it
would ever stop .... what’s that....w ho Poly Hines-----no, what about
him?___ Had his head shaved? You don’t say so, Land Sake s, what
made him do that? Should think he’d get sunburned... .just wait un­
til I look at my pies., (five minutes’ intermission, Long Distance still
waits)___What’s that? Yes rausberry, but I guess I won’t cook any
more this year, .tlie’re awful scarce, much as ever I can get enough, £or
pies, to say nothing about canning any-----Dan’s awful fond of them-----
Going to the field day?.. Sure, I wouldn’t miss that anywmy.. W e’ll have 
an awful good tim e... .Wasn’t that an awful shower last night?? Road’s 
ail washed out up the line, they’ire working cn it now'. Guess it 11 take 
them about three days to get the Weld road fixed, it’s awful bad any­
way___Well good bye I’ve got to get dinner........(To be continued.)
BOAT CLUB 
OFFICERS ELECTED
Plans for Regatta and Dances Are 
Being Made by the Club.
Weld, Me., August 2.—‘Mrs. James 
O’Connell of Milford, Mass., is stay­
ing at Mrs. Tainter’s for a few 
weeks.
The Charles Wests of Montclair, 
N. J., have arrived at Pine Point 
and will spend the remainder of the 
seased here.
Lawrence Soule of Chicago and 
Miss Marie Heber of Portland have 
been the guests cf Mrs. William 
Soule for a few days.
Dr. A. T. Wing has returned from 
a trip to Boston in his automobile, 
accompanied by his sister, Mrs. Gree 
of Boston, who is his guest add the 
guest of relatives for a few days.
Leon Wing of Phillips is the guest 
of Isaac Buker’s family for the re­
mainder of the season.
After the first of the month prac­
tically all of the camps on the west 
side will be occupied for the month, 
the Albert Roots coming from Jamai­
ca Plain, the Richard Kimballs from 
Newton Highlands, Mass., the Harry
B. Austins and H. H. Fields from 
Phillips besides those who are al­
ready occupying their camps.
Wednesday evening for the popular 
reading at the C. E. meeting, Harris 
on C. Fales gave ‘ “he Vagabonds” 
and for an encore ‘‘The Tale of the 
Nancy B.,” before a very appreciat­
ive audience. A silver collection 
was taken for the benefit of the 
Christian Endeavor.
Dr. Maurice W. Russell and. Mrs. 
Russell from Providence arrived at 
Camp Wooglin Monday for the month 
of August.
Mrs. Chester Sturtevant of Liver­
more Falls and family will occupy 
Camp Recreation for two weeks. Mr. 
Sturtevant has brought them up and 
spent Sunday with liis family.
Howard Reynolds of the Boston 
Post lias opened Mae-wae-gwam 
Lodge for a few days. He has as 
Ills iguests Mr. Stevens cf Boston, 
general agent for the National auto­
mobile and Mrs. Stevens.
Tuesday evening at the Pauline will 
be given a masquerade for the ben­
efit of the Weld public library. It 
is hoped a large crowd will attend 
and that at the same time a good 
sum may be raised.
Although Monday night was very 
rainy a good number of men attend­
ed the annual meeting of the Boat 
Club and elected officers as follows: 
PI. C. Fales, Commodore; Harris 
Latham, Vice Commodore; Milfred 
Buker, Fleet Captain; Henry Swett. 
Secretary and Treasurer; Board 
of Governors, Harris Latham, 
Milfred' Buker, Henry Swett, Fred 
Whitin, Carl Schofield, Cleff Max­
well, Wallace Conant, Oliver Dum- 
mer and Elijah Jenks, Jr. Work on 
the tennis court and croquet grounds
N E U R A L G IA  P A IN S  S T O P P E D
Dr. King’s New Life Pills are now 
supplied in well-corked glass bottles, 
containing 36 sugar coated white 
pills, for 25 .^ One pill with a glass 
of water before retiring is an aver­
age dose. Easy and pleasant 'to 
take. Effective and positive in re­
sults. Cheap and economical to use 
Get a bottle to-day, take a dose 
to-night—your Constipation will be 
relieved in the morning. 36 for 
25<f., at all Druggists.
has already been begun, and later 
there will be regattas and one cr 
two dances under the club manage­
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Bassett and child of 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., are at Swett’s 
small camp for a month.
Among recent callers at Camp 
Wooglin were Mr. and Mrs. Chester 
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. George York and 
daughter, Anna, Mr. and Mrs. Maur­
ice York and sen, all of Wilton.
Miss Ruth Holland of Springfield, 
Mass., is the guest of Mists Lueile 
Ladd for a week.
The month of August begins very 
gaily with something on every day 
of the first week. Monday night 
a company will present ‘‘My Old 
Kentucky Home” ; Tuesday night is 
a masquerade for the benefit of the 
library; Wednesday night the popu­
lar reading at the Christian Endeavor 
will be given by William Palmer; 
Thursday the Improvement Society 
will hold its annual sale at the 
Congregational church and give a 
baked bean supper from 5.30 to 8; 
Friday night the Dixfield Dramatic 
Club ‘will give “A Family Affair” at 
the pavilion to be followed by a 
dance and Saturday evening there 
will be the usual dance at the pa­
vilion.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. ' Walters and 
family of Dixfield are occupying one 
of Dummer’s log bungalows for a few 
weeks.
Sunday evening at the Congregat­
ional church, Dr. B. F. Marshall, res­
ident physician, formerly of Wal­
tham, Mass., gave a very interesting 
and instructive paper on ‘ ‘First Aid 
to the Injured,” suggesting various 
methods of treatment in cases of 
bleeding fractures, dislocations, bruis­
es, poison and accidental drowning. 
Next Sunday night Prof. Harry L. 
Koopman, librarian of Brown Uni­
versity will give a talk on ‘‘Our Sil­
ent Friends and on August 15, Rev. 
Dr. Dilion Bronson of Boston will 
have for his subject, ‘ ‘A Hop, Skip 
and a Jump through India, China and 
Japan.”
Almost 60 people took dinner at 
the Maples Sunday including out-of- 
town parties and parties from the 
camps.
Mrs. Chas. H. Philbrick and son, 
Clarence Philbrick from Providence 
are at the Maples for a few weeks. 
Mr. Chas. Philbrick will join them 
later.
Recent guests at the Maples are 
Mrs. Louis Sell loss, Mr. and Mrs. jJ. 
F. Long, Clinton M. Long, Edward 
Rhinhard, all of Wilkes Barre, Pa.;
H. L. Koopman, Mrs. Koopman, Miss 
Koopman, Providence, R. I.; Frank 
F. Clapp, Malden; Walter Messer, 
Malden; W. A. Knight, Mrs. Knight, 
Miss Iva Hamilton, R. H. Chapman, 
all of Auburn; A. F. Walters, G. S. 
Hubbell, Leonore Walters, Dixfield; 
Mrs. Chas. H. Philbrick, Providence, 
R. I.; Clarence Philbrick, Providence 
Abbie Shaplejgli, Amelia Shapleigh, 
Alice Bartlett, Edgar B. Lane, Mrs. 
Edgar B. Lane, Sylvia Vaughan, all 
of Lebanon, Me.
PHILIPS DRUGGIST
DESERVES PRAISE
E. H. Wjhitney, druggist, deserves 
praise from Phillips people for in­
troducing here the simple buckthorn 
bark and glycerine mixture, known 
as Adler-i-ka. This simple German 
remedy first became famous by cur­
ing appendicitis and it has now been 
discoered that A Single Dose re­
moves sour stomach, gas on the 
stomach and constipation INSTANT­
LY.
CAMP MEETING 
OPENS AUGUST 13
Good Speakers Will Be Present 
and Excellent Music Furnished.
The Allen Campmeeting will open 
on the Camp Grounds at Stroag, 
Friday evening of this week at 7.30 
p m. Following will be the sohed-
REV. JOHN DUNSTAN, LOCAL 
PASTOR.
uJe daily, commencing Saturday, Aug­
ust 14: 9.00 a. m., quiet hour; 10.30
a. in., service; 1.30 p. m., children’s 
illustrated service; 2.30 p. m., divine 
service; 6.30 p. m., social service; 
7.30 p. m., Evangelistic service.
The following ministers will, assist: 
Revs. D. B. Holt, J. R. Clifford, G. 
A. Woodcock, F. R. Welch, C. E.
Brock$, H. E. Dunnaek, and the
%
local pastor, Rev. John Dunstan and 
Evangelist Reuben S. Smith.
Special music will be under the 
direction of F. C. Worthley which 
will also be an attraction.
The boarding department will be 
conducted by the Ladies’ Aid society 
of Strong as in the past and the 
prices for board will be moderate.
For any information in regard to 
the matter apply to Nelson Walker 
who is secretary of the association.
NEW BOOKS
RECENTLY ADDED
Anne of the Island, Montgomery
Miranda, Lutz
The Rose Garden Husband,
Widdemer
Thankful’s Inheritance, Lincoln
Jafferv, Locke
The Double Traitor, Oppenheim
T H IR T Y - S I X  FOR 25 C E N T S
You don’t need to suffer those ag­
onizing nerve pains in the face, head, 
arm, shoulders, chest and back. Just 
apply a few drops of soothing Sloan’s 
Liniment; lie quietly a few minutes. 
You will get such relief and comfort! 
Life and the world will look brighter. 
Get a bottle to-day. 3 ounces for 
25<#., at all Druggists. Penetrates 
without nibbing.
Permanent Muscular Strength can­
not exist where there is not blood 
strength. Young men giving atten­
tion to muscular development should 
bear this in mind. Hood’,s Sarsapar­
illa gives blood strength and builds 
up the whole system.
1915.
The Landloper, Day
A Far Country, Churchill
The House of the Misty Star,
Macaulay
Diantha, Tompkins
The Story of Marco, Porter
Beside Lake Beautiful!, Quayle
The Primrose Ring, Sawyer
Felix O’Day, Smith
Tlie Rainbow Trail, Grey
The Lone Star Ranger, Grey
Open Market, Bacon
Michael O’Hallorau, Porter
A Study of the Great War, Hillis
A Girl of the BHue Ridge, Erskine
Tlie Diary of a Beauty, 
The Charmed Life of Mis®
Seawell
Austin,
Tlie Legend of the Sacred
Me r win
Image, Lagerlof
The Right Track, Burnham
Five Fridays, Adams
Johnny Appleseed, Atkinson
Pepper. Hall
Hi’psy. Burke, Westcott
The White Alley, 
Every Day Pedagogy,
Wells
(Ginn & Co.) Lincoln
Page’s Theory & Practice of
Teaching, (Am. Book Co.)
Kate Gaumer, Singmaster
J U V E lN IL E
Philip Kent,
Heroes Every Child Should
Hare
Know, Mabie
Trees Every Child Should
Know,
Nancy Lee’s Summer
Vacation, Warde
Nancy Lee’s Lookout, "
Children of History, Hancock
Earning Her Way, Johnson
Her College Days, i t
Dorothy Day, Lippman
Miss Wildfire, 99
The Girl Ranchers, Marshall
Two Wyoming Girls',
Little Miss Erangaline, 
A Yankee Girl in Old
Raymond
California,
An Odd Little Lass,
The Boy Scouts for Uncle
Wright
Sam, Payson
The Joyous Story of Toto, Richards
Toto’s Merry Winter,
Joe the Hotel Boy,
Ben Logan's Trinmjplh,
Randy of the River,
The Young Book Agent, "  ’
From Farm to Fortune,
Lost at Sea,
Out for Business,
Falling in with Fortune,’ ”
Jerr: the Backwoods Boy,
Young Capt. Jack, Alger
Nelson tlie Newsboy, 
Dorothy Dale, a Girl of
To-day,
Dorothy Dale at Glenwood
Penrose
School,
Patty’s Suitors, Wells
More Bedtime Stories, Burgess
U. S. Navy Series, 
Ralph Osborne,
Beach
Midshipman, Ralph Osborne, 
Ensign, Ralph Osborne,
Lieut. Ralph Osborne aboard
a Torpedo Bt. Destroyer
Ashton Kirk, Investigator, Boyer
Ashton Kirk, Detective,
A R R I V A L S  A T  T H E  E L M W O O D
C. B. Greenup, Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Getting, Providence, R. I.; A. B. 
Johnson, Brunswick; H. M. Barnes, 
L. P. Noble, A. M. Hayden, H. M. 
Barnes, S. R. Thomas, H. M. 
Peaslee, Frank CRven, Portland; Oweii 
Lovejoy, Andover; P. H. Cairwdn, 
Frank Steinfeld, J. J. Mullins, M. W. 
Davis, M. E. Perry, Mrs. C. L. Ful­
ler, Catherine G. Griggs, Boston; 
Edna Hutchins, Mt. View; w. L. 
Sampson, Oquossoc; Mr. and Mrs. 
E. H., Brigham, Herbert Randall, 
Hartford, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Furbish, Rangeley; Geo. A. Briggs, 
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs, South Paris; 
Alice A. Swan, Lynn; Mrs. Chas. 
E. Grant, Malcolm B. Grant, Upper 
Dam; G. W. Barker, Farmington; W. 
E. Lawless, M. E. Mersereau, Aub­
urn.
___f _  A..... ■ ■—
No. Franklin 
Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.
Monuments, Headstones, 
Tablets, Mantle Shelves, 
and
Cemetery Work of all Kinds
Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.
PHILLIPS - ME.
All orders by mail or in person 
promptly attended to.
Phillips Hardware Co.
H e a d q u a r te r s  for everything  
in the h ard w are  line
Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith’s 
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores, 
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport­
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish, 
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil, 
Automobile Supplies, etc.
W e buy for the lowest spot cash 
prices and give our customers the 
benefit of the same.
Phillips Hardware Co.
JUST IN
A new line of Dressers of
all descriptions.
#
C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips, - Maine
and
STRONG - MAINE.
E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.
Phillips, S Main«
Both 'Phones
J. BLAINE MORRISON
Attorney - at - Law
Beal Block. Phillip* Fire and Life Inranae
D r. W .  J. C a rte r ,
DBSTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4. Evenings by 
appointment.
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp 
wood wanted, delivered at any static: 
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. 1 
between Farmington and Rangeley an 
between Strong and Salem.
A. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me
PHILLIPS AGENTS FOR
E E D O L
Sold in bulk or in 15 gallon steel drums with 
lock faucet. No charge for the drum.
Send in your name for a descriptive booklet. It ’s full 
of valuable information for autoists.
ROLLINS & BEAN,
Upper Village, Phillips, Maine
Call at the Phillips Home Bakery for your fresh bread, 
cookies, cakes, cream puffs, pies, doughnuts and hot rolls.
Quick lunches served at all times. Board and lodging by the 
day or week.
We also carry a good line of confectionery, cigars and cold 
drinks. Farmers’ ’ Phone 18-22-
H. E-. B A T C H E L D E R , P h illip s , M e.
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CITIZENS MEET 
COMMISSIONERS
A Fine Piece of Handiwork by 
Alonzo Twombly.
(Special Correspondence.)
Kingfield, August 10.—Mrs. Kate 
(Pullen) Simmons observed h,er 82nd 
birthday Saturday, July 31st at tire 
family home on Lower Riverside St., 
by pleasantly entertaining callers 
and relatives in an informal manner. 
Although lu feeble health Mrs. Sim­
mons has rallied from a recent se­
vere illness and enjoyed the day and 
greeted all in her old-time cordial 
manner. Gifts were bouquets, many 
post cards, fruit, candy, ice cream 
and three decorated birthday cakes. 
As ha s' been ber custom for many 
years, Mrs. Simmons had on that day 
for dinner new potatoes and string 
beans grown in her own garden. May 
she enjoy many more anniversaries 
is the wish of a large circle of 
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Small and son, 
Clyde of Farmington were in town 
Monday. Mrs. Small is stopping a 
week with her mother, Mrs. Selina 
Vose. Miss Shirley Merchant went 
to Farmington with Mr. Small and 
will pass a week with hen friend, 
Grace Small.
J. Glen wood Wiutep, who is work­
ing in Brunswick this summer, is 
spending a few days with his par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs- G. PI. Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis will 
move into Mrs. Parker’s rent next 
week.
S. J. Wyman has purchased a sev­
en passenger Pierce-Arrow touring 
car of Mr. Lyon of the “ Old Ken­
tucky Home Oo.”
The illustrated lecture on the ' ‘Life 
and Travels of Paul,”  given at the 
Cniversaliist church by Rev. Esten 
and L. P. Hosley was very interest­
ing and well attended. Next Sun 
day evening an illustrated lecture on 
Lie “ Passion Play” will be delivered 
by L. P. Hosley.
Dr. O. W. Simmons, H. S. Wing, 
L. P. Hinds and J. E. Voter went 
to Augusta Tuesday to meet High 
way Commissioners, urging the build 
ing of the bridge across the river at 
once, as otherwise the old bridge 
will have to be repaired extensively 
*o permit the winter travel.
R. D. Knapp and family were at 
Phillips Sunday. ,
Leon Sanborn and family accom­
panied by Wilma Woodard made an 
auto trip to bis camp at Hurricane 
stream, Dead River, Dead River Sun 
day.
Mrs. A. G. Winter entertained 
Chansonetta Emmons and daughter, 
Dorothy at the Winter farm. Tues­
day.
Earl Wing is away to take exami­
nations for the Bar.
The excellent piece of handiwork 
to be seen in A. C. Woodard's store 
window was done by Alphonze 
Twombly who works in the lumber 
camps for Orris Vose at Madrid. It 
is a mirror or picture frame com­
posed of 1,122 pieces of split cedar 
about inch in diameter, locked to­
gether and built up in pyramid form, 
ornamented at the upper corners 
by hand carved birds and the low­
er corners by maltese crosses, all 
except the outer part being varnish­
ed in natural wood and that is color­
ed gold and green. This is the sec­
ond frame Mr. Twombly lids made 
this summer and represents many 
hours of labor all done with a jack­
knife.
Mrs. Augusta Parker is staying 
with Mrs. Lizzie Wilkins this week.
Mrs. Fannie Witham, a former 
resident of Kimgfield and New Port­
land, who has been visitipg friends 
in town has gone to Methuen, Mass., 
to live with her sister, Mrs. Otis.
George Winter arrived home from
N O T IC E .
________  V
The subscriber hereby gives notice 
that she lias been duly appointed ad­
ministratrix of the estate of Bion 
p. Stevens, late of Kingfield, 
in the County of Franklin, 
deceased, and given bonds as the 
law directs. All persons having de­
mands against the estate of said de­
ceased ate desired to present the 
same for settlement, and all indebted 
thereto are requested to make pay­
ment immediately.
Lillian E. Stevens.
July 20, 1915.
Boston Saturday.
In the last issue of this paper 
the item about Sunday school picnic 
should have read, Mrs. F. B. Hutch- 
in's class instead of the Sunday 
school. The church picnic will be 
held later and jointly with the Uni- 
|Versa.l,ist church.
O. C. Dolbiep has sold his Maxwell 
car to Delano at Durrell and bought a 
Metz auto of Ralph Simmons.
Mrs. Mary Small canie home Sat­
urday from Stratton, where she has 
been visiting her sister, Mrs. J. E. 
Voter for several weeks.
Merle Berber and mother, Mrs. 
Alma Dolbier, and two aunts, Mrs. 
Mina Landers and Mrs. Effie Pooler 
are visiting relatives in the Dead 
River region this week.
A. H. Gray of Grant Farm, Kokad- 
jo, Mooseliead Lake, and his son, 
Alonzo M. Gray are visiting friends 
in West Kingfield this week. Mr. 
Gray has a position with the Great 
Northern Paper Co., caring for 12 
head of cattle and 125 hogs.
Frank Stanley and wife and Wil­
liam Bailey and wife of Dixfield 
called on friends in town Sunday.
E. E. Jenkins and wife and Horace 
Winter and wife returned from Bos­
ton Monday in their new Mitchell, 
a seven passenger touring car.
Miss Swan, who has been visiting 
at L. L. Mitchell’s returned home 
Monuay. %
O. C. Dolbier, proprietor of River­
side Dairy sends this report for. the 
month of July for three cows: Nan­
cy 704 pounds of milk, Peggy 740 
pounds and Queen 1060.8 pounds. The 
second day of August Queen gave 40 
pounds of milk. Peggy a grade Jer­
sey, four years old, made in the 
mcnth of July 70 pounds of butter. 
The three cows made 173 pounds of 
butter and sold $1.50 worth of cream, 
besides all the Cream and milk want­
ed in a family of six.
Mrs. Fred Lane with her two 
daughters of Malden, Mass., are 
visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. Ed 
Parsons.
Mrs. Elsie Tufts McKenney of Wat- 
erville is visiting her brother, Frank 
Tufts.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Lander of Bing­
ham, with their daughter, Mrs. Lewis 
Hoskins and two children of Pitts­
field and Mr. and Mrs. West of Mal­
den, Mass., called on Mr. Lander’s 
mother, Mrs. Martha Lander Wed­
nesday. From here they were going 
to Quebec, making the trip in a 
Packard touring car. While here 
Mr. Lander took a picture of the 
four generations of the Lander fam­
ily.
Mrs. Fred Blanchard has returned 
from a visit with relatives at Jay.
We are glad to have Mrs. Fannie 
Howe at home again.
Odell Lander and family, O. C. 
Dolbier and family and Mrs. Effie 
Pooler were at camps Rest and Eees 
for the week-end.
O. C. Dolbier has taken a contract 
to build a house for Walter Baker 
on the lot Mr. Baker owns on Sal­
em street. Phil Dolbier and Fred 
Parsons are digging the cellar.
and for nine weeks unable to speak, 
having suffered a stroke of apoplexy. 
Besides the above named relatives 
there are left to mourn her loss 
several grandchildren, nephews, niec­
es, and a large circle of friends. In­
terment was at Sunnyside cemetery 
beside her husband, who passed a- 
way nine years ago.
STRATTON
O B IT U A R Y .
Esther A. McKeene, widow of the 
late Charles Adelbert Thompson, died 
at the home of her son, Edwin, 
early Sunday morning after a long 
illness. Mrs. Thompson was bom 
April 17, 1845 the daughter of Mary 
Ann Gammon and Robert McKeene 
of Phillips, one of a family of ten 
children. She was married to Chas. 
A. Thompson, a teacher and farmer 
of New Portland in 1871 and lived 
cn the old Thompson homestead a- 
bout a mile and a half frcm West 
New Portland oq the Kingfield road 
until a year and a half ago when 
she moved to Kingfield. To their 
union were bom three sons, John A., 
of West Newbury, Mass., Frank A. 
and Edwin A. cf Kingfield. The 
fuueral was held at tire home of 
Edwin Thompson, the son with whom 
she lived, Rev. A, G. Murray, pastor 
of the Baptist church, officiating. 
The bearers were the three sons 
and a brother. There were many 
f.oral tributes, among which was a 
very beautiful wreath from, the three 
surviving brothers, Orren McKeene 
of Dryden, William McKeene cf Low­
ell, and James McKeene of Bidde- 
ford, all of whom were present. Tile 
only living sister, Mrs. Hattie P. 
Crafts of Biddeford was unable to be 
present but had recently visited 
Mrs. Thompson for a few weeks. 
Mrs. Thompson had been ill for 
hearty two years and for the last 
six months been confined to the bed
August 10.
Mrs. Myron Stevens of Chain of 
Ponds is stopping with her daughter, 
Mrs. Charles Armstrong, who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Sedgeley are re­
ceiving congratulations on the birth 
of a daughter. Mrs.’ Clinton Meader 
is caring for mother and daughter and 
both are doing fine.
Dr. E. J. Brown was in Portland 
one day last week on professional 
business. *
Miss Hilda Bradbury of West King- 
field is the guest cf her cousin, Miss 
Daisy Fotter for a few days.
Mrs. Ella Blanchard accompanied 
her sister, Mrs. Charles: Gordon to 
Lewiston last week to the Sister’s 
hospital, where Mrs. Gordon went 
for a surgical operation.
Mrs. Agnes Morrison cf Range ley i 
working for Mrs. Augustus Wyman.
Mrs. Merritt Gould went to Port­
land last week, Friday, returning Sat­
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bradbury of 
Kingfield .were callers at Joseph Fet­
ter's last week, coming by automo­
bile. They took Miss Daisy Fotter 
home with them for a few days.
Mrs. Elmer Blackwell was at Dr. 
Colby’s in Rangeley recently, where 
she had an operation on her throat.
EUSTIS
August 9.
We are having some very poor 
weather for the farmer? to harvest 
their hay.
Miss Ruth Spiller of Avon is visit­
ing her cousin, Mrs. Edison Sylvest­
er.
Miss Mary Campbell has returned 
to her home in Farmington after 
visiting relatives and friends in 
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Lockyer and 
baby have returned to their home 
at Berlin, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Blanchard and 
daughter, Charlie Gordon and son, 
Gleu and Eart Fuller of Stratton all 
took dinner with Mrs. E. A. Gordon 
Sunday, August 8.
William Bryant and friend, Tom 
Nesbith of P. E. I., are visiting the 
former’s brother, George Bryant and 
family.
Mrs. George Bryant has finished 
cooking at The Sargent and Mrs. 
Mae Eames o| Flagstaff is cooking 
there for a short time. )
Freddie Jones and Miss Flora Dur­
rell of Stratton have gone to Round 
Mountain to work. Mr. Blackwell 
is having a good run of business.
Fred Savage and wife and baby 
and Mrs. Bana Savage and Miss 
Marion Douglass have gone to Deer 
Pond Camps. Mr. Savage is going 
to open the camps for sportsmen.
Helen Taylor is out from the Pre­
serve for a few days.
Mr. William Bryant and cousin 
are visiting at George Bryant’s at 
present.
EAST MADRID
August 9.
The Oberton League was entertain­
ed last Wednesday by Mrs.'W. F. 
Sweetser. It will meet in two 
weeks with Mrs. George Barnjum.
Mr, and Mrs. Charlie Young, Mir. 
and Mrs. Stanley Hodgdon of Lewis­
ton are spending their two weeks’ 
vacation at F. H. Thorpe’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and Al- 
mon Pease of Phillips were Sunday 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welts.
Miss Clara Virgin has finished 
work for Mrs. George Barnjum and 
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Solon 
Medium for a few days*, before re­
turning to her' home in Dryden.
Mr. and Mrs. Wintbrop Richards
of Portland are spending the month 
of August at F. H. Thorpe’s.
Mrs. Cora Wljeeler has returned 
home, much improved in health.
Paul Croteau is the proud posses­
sor of a new bike.
Mrs. W. F. Sweetser spent a few 
days with relatives in Phillips last 
week.
MILE SQUARE
August 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Alien were 
callers on the Mile Square Sunday.
Misses Dallas Voter and Ruth Aus­
tin of Phillips and Harriet Beers of 
Newark, N. J., were at the Voter 
farm in Avon the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Berry and Chas 
Pinkham of Phillips were callers at 
H. W. Wortbley’s Sunday, .en route*a^s
TIME IS THE TEST
The Testim ony of Ph illip s  People 
Stands the Test.
The test of time is what tells the 
tale. The public soon finds out 
when misrepresentations are made, 
and merit alone will stand the test 
of time.
Phillips people appreciate merit, 
and many months ago local cLtizens 
publicly endorsed Doan’s Kidney 
Pills; they do so still. Would a 
citizen make the statement which fol­
lows unless convinced that the arti­
cle was just as represented? Below 
is testimony such as the sufferer 
from kidney ills is looking for.
Elbridge Dill, farmer, Phillips, 
“ Doan’s Kidney Pills, pro­
to Farmington by auto.
REED’S MILL.
August 10.
The morning services at the chure 
were well attended and we listened 
io a very earnest and interesting 
sermon on church membership by 
our “ Girl Preacher.”
There were services at West FM1- 
bps which were attended by about 
30 from this place making in all a- 
bout 70, who listened to a very' im­
pressive sermon by Miss Leathers. 
The text was ‘‘Whatsoever He Saitlh 
Unto You Do it.” Miss Leathers 
will speak again in two weeks, Aug­
ust 22, in the chapel at West Phil­
lips.
H. J. Wing was the guest of his 
daughter at Livermore Falls over 
Sunday. He returned home Monday 
and was accompanied by his daugh­
ter, who will remain for a visit.
Miss Lillian’ Leathers is the guest 
of Mrs. Lydia Dunham this week.
Miss Alicia Carville, who has been 
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Mil­
ford Dunham for some time, will 
return home this week. She will 
return to her school in Pittsfield in 
September.
DISTRICT NO. 2
August 10.
Don’t fo.rget the West Phillips re­
union, which will be held at the Ree 
schoolhouse Wednesday, August 18, 
with a picnic dinner, only the coffee 
and baked beans being furnished by 
the society. We understand a fine 
program is being prepared by the en­
tertainment committee.
Mrs. Allie May Dennison and son, 
Donald of Bangor were guests of her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Haley 
last week. .
Mrs. Florence True and two child­
ren, Mary and Ernest of Auburn, ac­
companied by a lady friend arrived 
in this district last wreek and will 
be guests of the former's father, 
Bion. Wing and family for a time. 
They made the trip in Mrs. True’s 
new' Ford car, Mrs. True being her 
own chauffeur.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Hamden w'ere
cured from Preble’s Drug Store, 
have kept my kidneys in good work­
ing order and have relieved me of 
the dull ache across the small of my 
back and trouble writh the kidney 
secretions.”
Over three years later, Mr. Dill 
said: “ I haven’t know'n w’liat kid­
ney trouble is since I was so greatly 
benefited by Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Price 50£, at all dealers. Don’t 
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get 
Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that 
cured Mr. Dill. Foster-Milhuru Co., 
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
called to Madrid last week, owring to 
the illness of their little granddaugh­
ter, Myrtle Haggan, who we under­
stand is gaining slowly.
Dr. E. C. Higgins was called last 
Thursday to attend Merton, little son 
of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wing, who 
was quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Bunnell and 
three children, w'lth Shirley Bunnell 
of Monmouth, visited L. B. Field and 
family Friday.
Although the weather was soane- 
W'hat threatening Sunday afternoon, a 
goodly crowd assembled at the church 
in West Phillips and had the pleas­
ure of listening to a very interesting 
sermon by Miss. Leathers from the 
text, “Whatsoever He saith unto 
you, do it.”
Mrs. Walter oases and daughter, 
Miss Marjorie of Rangeley returned 
home Monday, after several days’ 
visit with the former’s cousin, Mrs. 
C. E. Dill.
Daily Thought.
Friendship is a calm and sedate af­
fection, conducted by reason and ce­
mented by habit; springing from long 
acquaintance and mutual obligations, 
without' jealousies or fears, and with­
out those feverish fits of heat and cold 
which cause such an agreeable tor­
ment in the amorous passion.—Hume.
Important Point Overlooked.
One day a crowd of little children 
were invited to a party to be held 
from three till five. About five min­
utes of five Mary got up and going 
over to her little host, Johnnie, said: 
“Why Johnnie, it is pretty near five 
o’clock and you haven't given us any­
thing to eat yet”
fl -
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SHORTHAND BUSINESS TELEGRAPHY
N O  P A Y M E N T  IN  A F IV A N P F  has been the policy of this ins tut ion for thirty years- 
«  A lT l t i l l  1 1 11  t x U  T \ye recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examina­
tion o f the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. Do not wait for a 
more convenient season—it will not come.
PORTLAND BANGOR AUGUSTA
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Allen's Foot-Ease ■ " :  , i
Over 100,000 packages of Allen’s Foot- 
Ease, the antiseptic powder to Shake 
into your Shoes or dissolve in the foot­
bath, are being used by the German 
and Allied troops at the front. It rests 
the feet, prevents friction of the shoe 
and makes walking easy. Sold every­
where, 25c. Sample sent FREE. Ad­
dress, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N.Y.
Brighten Your Home 
And Make It More 
, Attractive.
WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In 
Great Variety At
C. E. DYER’S,
S T R O N G , M A I N E
13676232
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Maine Woods is pleased to note 
that Earl L. Wing, son of Hen. and 
Mrs. H. S. Wing of KingfieM is a- 
mong those who recently passed the 
.Bar examinations in Portland.
Mr. and Mirs. D. F. Hoyt and son 
were at Haines Landing last Thurs­
day: They report good fishing and
captured trout weighing from V2 to 
2 pounds.
Mr, and Mrs. William True are 
out from, their camip at Dallas for a 
few days.
Misses Mary and Nina Haines, who 
have been visiting relatives and
friends in Rum ford and Mexico lor 
several wekes, returned to their heme 
in Phillips Sunday.
Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Leavitt went 
to Portland Saturday to visit friends 
for a few days.
Mrs. E. B. Whorff cairue out from 
Rangeley Saturday, called home by 
the serious illness o f her husband.
Signs of spring have been frequent 
in the heavy showers of the last 
few days, but the first sign of winter 
that we have noticed was the four- 
horse team which went through Main 
street, Tuesday equipped with bells.
The many friends of Mrs. J. Wat­
son Smith and Miss Nathalie Smith 
of St. Paul, Minn., are pleased to 
see them in Phillips again. They 
are visiting the former’s brother, F. 
N. Beal. They will also spend some 
time in Lewisitcn, Harpswel 1 and 
other places before returning west.
Janet and Herbert McKenzie will 
enter a business college in Portland 
this fall. Miss Janet will fit her­
self for bookkeeper and will be em­
ployed in her father’s store in Rum- 
ford. Herbert also plans to fellow 
the mercantile business.
Janet McKenzie is visiting Mrs. 
M. R. Keyes at South Chesterville.
Mrs. A. S. Hoxie and Miss Caro 
L Hoxie of Portland are the guests 
of Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Currier this 
week.
The Christmas Present Club was 
entertained by Mrs. N. H. Hamden 
last Tuesday. Three members were 
absent, Mrs. H. H. Field, Mrs, D. 
F. Field and Mrs. H. B. Austin. Re­
freshments were served.
Lizzie Flagg and Sarah McKenzie 
drove to Farmington Sunday to visit 
the former’s sister Mrs. Ernest Do­
yen, returning home Wednesday.
Harry Hiinkley of Brooklyn, N. Y., 
| joined his mother last week in Phil­
lips for a few days’ visit with his 
sister, Mrs. D. F. Field and family. 
Sunday they went to Farmington to 
enjoy an auto trip through the White 
Mountains with Mr. and Mrs. A. C. 
Norton, Mrs. Norton and Miss Millie 
Norton.
Mrs. W. J. Carter left Phillips 
Monday for Phillipshurg, Montana, 
where she will visit her parents for 
a few weeks. The Doctor took her 
to Farmington by auto.
J. F. Hough is having the rent in 
his house on Main street, recently 
occupied by R. H. Preble, thorough­
ly renovated by paint and paper.
D. T. Libby &. Son are doing the 
work.
Miss Mabel Star-bird was expected 
in Farmington for a few weeks’ 
vacation. She' was to sing in Wal­
ton Wednesday evening at the Wil­
ton Academy Alumni.
Miss Mollie Hescock has been in 
Farmington this week with friends. ■
Miss Ruth Austin went to Far­
mington Saturday to remain until 
Wednesday of this week.
Miss Shirley Holt, employed at the 
Maine Woods office is having a few 
weeks’ vacation. She expects to
BU LK  P IC K LES
Sour and Sweet. Mixed and Plain, at 
TOOTHAKER’S CASH  ST O R E
Buy Your Fall Headwear Now
New hats and caps now on sale. 
The latest styles, new shapes. 
Boys’ hats and caps, men’s hats 
and caps. Brown hats, green 
hats, gray hats, black hats, blue 
hats, drab hats; hats of all colors 
and shades.
New stock of shoes for men 
just received.
visit relatives in Dixfield a part of 
this time.
H. H. Field and family and Miss 
Tressie Carroll went to Weld last 
Saturday where they plan to pass 
the month of August. Mrs. Mary 
Field accompanied them and will 
spend a time at the cottage and al­
so visit other relatives in Weld.
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin were 
at their cottage at Lake Webb over 
Sunday.
Miss Cornelia Crosby was quite 
ill last week in Rangeley, being 
threatened with pneumonia, but her 
friends will be pleased to learn that 
she is much better.
Many friends are glad to see Miss 
Annie Timberlake of Salem, Mass., 
in town. With Miss Luette Timbe’r- 
lake and Miss Emma Timberlake she 
will also pass some of her vacation 
at Marsquamory, Rangeley.
Miss Genevieve Harnden of Port­
land, bookkeeper for the Estate of 
Charles Foster is t ie  guest of Mrs.
E. W. Voter and Mrs. Frank Horey- 
seck.
Dr. James B. McKee Arthur of 
New York, who is stopping at York 
camps this summer was in town last 
week to see Mrs. Frank Hood profes­
sionally. Mrs. Hood has been in ill 
health for some time and is receiving 
benefit from bis treatment. Dr. Ar­
thur will attend to anyoaie who wishes 
to consult with him. •
We are sorry to -learn that Mrs. H. 
S. Sampson is in very poor health. 
Her daughter, Mrs. B. E. Pease of 
Berwick is visiting her..
Mrs. Lura Jones of Wilton, who 
laas been the guest of her brother,
C. F. Chandler returned to her home 
Saturday of last week.
Mrs. N. H. Harnden and Mrs. R. 
B. McMullen went to Portland Wed­
nesday morning for a day or two. 
Mrs. McMullen will consult an oc-c-u- 
list while there.
Mr. and Mrs BLn Blaisdell and 
j daughter, Barbara of Boston have 
been the guests of the former's sist- 
! or, Mrs. Fannie Records. They were 
j accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
| Stanton also cl Boston. They left 
town, last Friday and will visit in 
New Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Btais- 
deJl are spending the summer at thei 
cottage at Kenberma fteac-li near 
Nan basket.
G R A N G E R S  H O L D  M E E T I N G
A t The Clothing* Store
D. F. H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B eal BlocK, P H illips, M e,
Agency for Universal Steam Laundry 
Open Saturday Evenings.
The members cf North Franklin 
Grrange iiekl an all day’s meeting 
Saturday, August 7, with a large at­
tendance. Visitors were present 
| from other Granges. It was no hay 
day so the brothers were out in 
j goed numbers. The meeting was 
I called to order by the Worthy Mast­
er. The third and fourth degrees 
worked on Albert Kempton, Claud 
I Mitchell, Minnie Mitchell, Agnes Sav­
age. On aec< unt of sickness in the 
family Winifred Ross was unable to 
be present to take ber degrees.
After the degrees, all marched to 
the dining rcom above and partook 
of a bountiful dinner.
Afterncon session called to order 
about 2 o’clock. Sister Effie Graf- j 
fam presided, as our master could j 
not be present. Literary program:
Music by Grange; roll call of offic- [ 
ers, responded to by quotations j
from the ritual; reading, Sarah 
Graffani; “ the fly as a disease car-j 
rier, it’s four stages taken up” ; ! 
singing, Atmerii a, by all; Farce:— j 
“ Wanted a Wife” ; reading, Eva , 
Booker, wlic responded to an encore; 
singing by Grange. If any member | 
las, or knows cf anyone who has 
one of the Grange singing books they! 
would confer a great favor by see'ng | 
that they are in the hall at our next 
meeting, as there are only four to 
be found. The penny march was '■
taken up. The meeting was then
closed, after which games were en- j 
joyed by both old and young. This 
ended a day long to be remembered.
The Sedgeley Store
JULY BUSINESS
July is generally considered a dull month with the dry goods 
trade.
Our cash register shows that the number of cash sales made 
in the month of July was 1,385. The smallest sale was one cent, 
and the largest sale was $45.33. The smallest day’s cash sales 
were $11.15 (July 28), and the largest day’s cash sales were $89.6$ 
(July 20). g
PUMPS
In white with rubber soles for Children, Misses and Ladies
$1.00, $1.15, $150
H©SE
The kind that wear.
15c. 25c, 50c.
ButtericK Patterns in StocK
2. M. H O YT,
Wo. 2, Beal BlocK,' P hillips, M e. Farmers* T el.
 ^ All Kinds of *
GARDEN I
t r u c k !
i
HOME CANNEDj 
Mustard Pickles j 
Sour Pickles m
Iall at
B E A N ’iSl jj
D iplom as for Everything.
An eastern lover of music wants a 
law passed which will require teach­
ers of music to take examinations to 
prove their fitness to teach. Then, of 
course, there will be the same require­
ment for dancing teachers and bridge 
teachers and boxing teachers. The 
man without a diploma will feel very 
lonesome.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Church Resembled Mosque.
! All Souls’ church in Fourth avenue, 
New York, was once referred to as 
the “Church of the Holy Zebra” be­
cause of the daring Moresque effects 
of its architecture. Jacob Wrey 
Mould, who died in 1866, was the de­
signer and builder.
I Phillips, Me j
Barbering and Pool 
JAMES B. ROSS
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and 
Soft Drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.
NOTICE
All communications addressed to New 
Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and 
careful attention.
FR AN K  F. GRAVES
4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the 
best grade of bonds and 
notes are higher than they 
have averaged for the past 
ten years. This in turn 
enables this bank to pay 
more interest to its depos­
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914, 
and until further notice,
!  11 4 per cent, interest will 
be paid on Savings Depart­
ment Accounts.
Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
Get Y o u r  Butter P aper Printed A t  
The M aine  W oods.
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR A N D  
POPLAR
Pulpwood delivered at 
any point on line of Sandy 
River and Rangeley Lakes 
Railroad.
H ALEY & FIELD
Phillips, Maine
